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PREFACE 
 

 

Dear Students, 

 

The ‗Current Affairs‘ section is an integral part of any examination. This edition of Manthan has been developed by our 

team to help you cover all the important events of the Week. This comprehensive bulletin will help you prepare the 

section in a vivid manner. We hope that our sincere efforts will serve you in a better way to fulfill aspirations. 

 

 

Happy Reading 

 

 

Team CL 
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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE 

National 

 

India set to update 2030 climate targets under Paris Agreement 

 India is set to update its 2030 climate targets under the Paris Agreement. India is considering cutting down 

almost by half the amount of greenhouse gases produced for every dollar of economic activity by the end of 

the decade. 

 India‘s updated nationally determined contributions or NDCs, as commitments by countries under the 

Paris Agreement are referred to, could include a commitment to reduce the emissions intensity of the 

economy by at least 46 to 48 per from its 2005 levels. 

 Building on its enhanced renewable energy target of 450 GW, India could pledge to increase the share of 

non-fossil fuel sources in its energy generation capacity to at least 60 per cent, with the possibility of raising 

it to 65 per cent, by 2030. 

 India‘s goal of achieving 450GW renewable energy by 2030 is likely to be the highlight of the country‘s 

contribution to climate change mitigation at the UN-led COP26 summit that begins in Glasgow. 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi on August 15 announced that India has installed 100GW of renewable 

energy. He added that India is the only country among G20 nations that is progressing rapidly to meet its 

climate goals. 

 India has set a target of achieving 40% of electric power installed capacity from non-fossil fuel sources by 

2030 in its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) under the Paris Agreement. One of the means to achieve 

the target is installing 175GW of renewable energy by 2022. 

 The Coalition of Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI), a global partnership of 27 countries initiated by 

India in 2019, will also be launching an initiative to help small island states develop resilience to climate 

change at COP26. The initiative titled ―Infrastructure for the Resilient Island States‖ will be implemented 

between 2022 and 2030 in 58 countries in the Caribbean, the Pacific, and the Atlantic, Indian Ocean, 

Mediterranean, and the South China Sea. India, Australia, and the UK are likely to pledge $10 million each 

for the project and other CDRI initiatives. 

Under the Paris Agreement, India presently has three quantifiable NDCs. They include lowering the emissions 

intensity of its GDP by 33-35% compared to 2005 levels by 2030, increasing total cumulative electricity 

generation from fossil-free energy sources to 40% by 2030, and creating an additional carbon sink of 2.5-3 

billion tonnes through additional forest and tree cover. The Conference of Parties comes under the United 

Nations Climate Change Framework Convention (UNFCCC) which was formed in 1994. The UNFCCC was 

established to work towards ―stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.‖ COP members 

have been meeting every year since 1995. The UNFCCC has 198 parties including India, China and the USA. The 

first conference (COP1) was held in 1995 in Berlin. At COP3 held in Kyoto, Japan, in 1997, the famous Kyoto 
Protocol was adopted. It commits the member states to pursue limitation or reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions. It entered into force on 16 February 2005 and there are 192 Parties in the Kyoto Protocol. India hosted 

the eighth COP from October 23 to November 1, 2002 in New Delhi. 
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India re-elected to UNHRC for record 6
th

 term with overwhelming majority 

 India has been re-elected to the UN Human Rights Council for a record 6
th

 term with an overwhelming 
majority. Permanent Mission of India in the United Nations said, India stands committed to work together with 

fellow members of the Council towards the goal of global promotion and protection of human rights. 

 It expressed gratitude to the UN membership for reposing its faith in India. The Indian Mission said, it will 

continue to work for promotion and protection of Human Rights through Samman, Samvad and Sahyog. It has 

congratulated other UN member states who have been elected to the council. 

 The UN General Assembly elected by secret ballot Argentina, Benin, Cameroon, Eritrea, Finland, Gambia, 

Honduras, India, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Montenegro, Paraguay, Qatar, Somalia, 

UAE and the US. Though member states were chosen in a secret ballot, the election was a non-contest, with 18 

candidate countries standing for 18 seats. 

 The United States, which had quit the council in 2018 under the previous Donald Trump‘s regime, was 

reelected to the global rights body for a period of three-and-a-half years. Ahead of its dramatic walkout, the 
US had accused the UN of hypocrisy and obsession with haranguing Israel. It received 168 votes during vote. 

 Among other notable entries, the UN General Assembly chose Eritrea, often criticised for alleged rights 
abuses. The country received 144 votes. The council is tasked with promoting and protecting human rights 

worldwide, addressing violations and making recommendations, hence the election of Eritrea again raised the 

issue of having authoritarian regimes on the body. 

The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations system made up of 47 

States responsible for the promotion and protection of all human rights around the globe. It has the ability to 
discuss all thematic human rights issues and situations that require its attention throughout the year. The Council has 

47 members elected for staggered three-year terms on a regional group basis. The headquarters of the Council 

is in Geneva, Switzerland. The Council investigates allegations of breaches of human rights in United Nations 

member states, and addresses thematic human rights issues such as freedom of association and assembly, 

freedom of expression, freedom of belief and religion, women‘s rights, LGBT rights, and the rights of racial 

and ethnic minorities. The Council was established by the United Nations General Assembly on 15 March 2006 
to replace the United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR), which had been strongly criticized for 

allowing countries with poor human rights records to be members. The Council works closely with the Office of the 

High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and engages the United Nations special procedures. 

Amit Shah rechristens island as ‗Mount Manipur‘ 

 Home Minister Amit Shah said that the government has decided to rechristen Mount Harriet Island in the 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands as Mount Manipur in the memory of those who sacrificed their life for the 

country from the north-eastern state. 

 ―Manipur had a significant contribution in resisting the British in the entire Northeast during the 1857 
Revolution and also in 1891. Manipur never gave up and the people there continued to fight. Manipur was the 

only state that had implemented its own Constitution. 

 Manipuri war heroes Yuvraj Tikendrajit and General Thangal were publicly hanged in Fida, Imphal. The 

British thought that by hanging them, they had crushed the freedom movement, but it did not happen. After that 

Maharaja Kulchandra Dhwaja Singh and 22 freedom fighters were sent to Kala Pani and they were kept 

on Mount Harriet. Today in his memory, we would like to honor his contribution by naming Mount Harriet 

as Mount Manipur,‖ Shah said. 

 Shah is on a three-day visit to Andaman and Nicobar. He inaugurated various development projects on Ross 

Island which has now been rechristened as Netaji Subhash Island. 

 ―The Indian Republic today would not have been possible if Sardar Patel had not made more than 550 

princely states a part of India in less than a year and a half. Sardar Saheb also did not receive the same respect 
as he should have received after Independence. But history repeats itself, no matter how much injustice is done to 

anyone, good work is never hidden and today in Kevadia, the world‘s tallest statue of Sardar Saheb has 

been installed by Narendra Modi, which people from all over the world come to see,‖ he said. 
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The Ministry of Co-operation is a ministry under the Government of India which was formed in July 2021. The 

ministry provides a separate administrative, legal and policy framework for strengthening the cooperative 

movement in the country. The ministry‘s creation was with its vision statement of ―Sahkar se samriddhi‖ (Prosperity 

from cooperation). Before the creation of this ministry, the objectives of this ministry were looked after by the 

Ministry of Agriculture. Amit Shah is currently serving as the Minister of Home Affairs and the first Minister 

of Co-operation of India. Cooperative societies is a subject of State List under the Seventh schedule of 

the Constitution, many experts raised concerns that, creating such a ministry at the central level would increase the 

power in the hands of union government. A three-judge bench of the Supreme Court quashed part of the 97
th

 

Amendment Act and Part IX B of the Constitution which governs the ―Cooperative Societies‖ in the country. 

The ―Ministry of Cooperation‖ will continue to have the power to look into the work of ―multi state‖ co-

operative societies though the Supreme Court has struck down the constitutional provisions that prescribed the 

contours of the rules that state governments could create in their own states. 

Punjab CM Charanjit Singh Channi launches ‗Mera Ghar Mere Naam‘ scheme 

 Punjab Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi launched ‗Mera Ghar Mere Naam‘ scheme to give 

ownership rights to people living in houses within the ‗lal lakir‘ of villages and cities. ‗Lal lakir‘ refers to 

land that is part of the village habitation and is used for non-agriculture purposes only. 

 The chief minister said that subsequently all the eligible residents after proper identification or verification 

will be given the property cards (sanads) to give ownership rights to them in a time-bound manner. 

The five tributary rivers of the Indus River from which the region took its name are the Sutlej, Ravi, Beas, 
Chenab and Jhelum rivers; the Sutlej, Ravi and Beas rivers flow through the Indian Punjab. The region was 
originally called Sapta Sindhu, the Vedic land of the seven rivers flowing into the sea. The Sanskrit name for the 

region, as mentioned in the Ramayana and Mahabharata for example, was Panchanada which means ―Land of 

the Five Rivers‖, and was translated to Persian as Punjab after the Muslim conquests. Chandigarh is a 

city, district and union territory in India that serves as the joint capital of the two neighbouring states 

of Punjab and Haryana. Banwarilal Purohit is the current Governor of Punjab and Administrator of 

Chandigarh as of 29 September 2021.  

Earth Sciences Minister Dr Jitendra Singh launches Air Quality Early Warning System 

 Earth Sciences Minister Dr Jitendra Singh has launched Air Quality Early Warning System on the 

occasion of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav week. 

 Dr Singh said that the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology has developed a new Decision Support 

System and extended the ability of the existing air quality early warning system to have decision-making 

capability for air quality management. 

 Air warning System integrated with the Decision Support System will become a user-friendly tool for air-

quality management in and around Delhi. A dedicated website has been created to deliver quantitative 

information about the contribution of emissions from Delhi and the surrounding 19 districts to the air 

quality in Delhi. The website is designed to deliver quantitative information about the contribution from 

biomass-burning activities in the neighbouring states to the degradation of air quality in Delhi. 

Jitendra Singh is an Indian physician and politician. He is the Minister of State (Independent Charge) for 

the Ministry of Science and Technology and Minister of state (independent charge) ministry of earth science 

and Minister of State for Prime Minister‘s Office; Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions; Department of 
Atomic Energy and Department of Space. He won the Udhampur seat in the Indian general 

election, 2014 and 2019 for the 16
th

 Lok Sabha and 17
th

 Lok Sabha. 

Indian Army establishes Airspace Control Centre in Arunachal Pradesh for first time-ever 

 The Indian Army established Airspace Control Centre for the first time in the forward area in West 

Kameng, Arunachal Pradesh. 

 The aim of the centre is to track movement and allow operations to go seamlessly. 
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The Indian Army is the land-based branch and the largest component of the Indian Armed Forces. The 

President of India is the Supreme Commander of the Indian Army, and its professional head is the Chief of Army 

Staff (COAS), who is a four-star general. Two officers have been conferred with the rank of field marshal, a five-star 

rank, which is a ceremonial position of great honour. The Indian Army originated from the armies of the East 

India Company, which eventually became the British Indian Army, and the armies of the princely states, which 

were merged into the national army after independence. General Bipin Rawat is the first and current Chief of 

Defence Staff (CDS) of India. General Manoj Mukund Naravane is the current and 28
th

 Chief of the Army 

Staff (COAS). 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana: Crop insurance being revamped from kharif 2022 

 Aiming to roll out an overhauled Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) from kharif 2022, the 
government has constituted a working group comprising officials from Centre, key crop-producing states and 

top executives of public sector insurance companies to suggest ―sustainable, financial and operational models.‖ 

 The move comes after many states quit the scheme, defeating the objective of protecting farmers‘ income. 

The newly formed group, headed by CEO of PMFBY, will have principal secretaries (agriculture) of 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Assam, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and Odisha as members. 

 Of late, the Centre has identified a hardening of premium market, lack of sufficient participation in tenders, 

inadequate underwriting capacity of insurers as major issues that adversely impacted PMFBY during 

implementation of the scheme. 

 The premium to be paid by farmers is fixed at 1.5% of the sum insured for rabi crops and 2% for Kharif 

crops, while it is 5% for cash crops under PMFBY. The balance premium is split equally between the 

Centre and states. Many states have demanded their share of the premium subsidy be capped at 30% while 

some others demand the Centre to bear the entire subsidy. 

 ―The working group will find out reasons for high premium rates and suggest mechanism to rationalize 
them including the option of creating a risk pool,‖ a source in agriculture ministry said adding role of state 

governments will have to be defined as they are the implementing agencies. 

 Already, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Jharkhand, West Bengal and Bihar exited the scheme, 
citing the cost of the premium subsidy to be borne by them. While Punjab never implemented the crop 

insurance scheme, Bihar, West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh have their schemes under which farmers do 

not pay any premium, but they receive a fixed amount of compensation in case of crop failure. 

The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) launched on 18 February 2016 by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi is an insurance service for farmers for their yields. It was formulated in line with One Nation–One 

Scheme theme by replacing earlier two schemes National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (NAIS) and Modified 

National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (MNAIS) by incorporating their best features and removing their inherent 
drawbacks (shortcomings). It aims to reduce the premium burden on farmers and ensure early settlement of 

crop assurance claim for the full insured sum. The prescribed premium is 2% to be paid by farmers for all 

Kharif crops and 1.5% for all rabi crops. In the case of annual commercial and horticultural crops, the 

premium is 5%. Premium cost over and above the farmer share was equally subsidized by States and Government 

of India. However, Government of India shared 90% of the premium subsidy for North Eastern States to 

promote the uptake in the region. The scheme was compulsory for loanee farmers availing Crop Loan/Kisan 

Credit Card (KCC) account for notified crops and voluntary for others. 

Madhya Pradesh announces implementation of Mukhyamantri Ration Aapke Dwar Yojana 

 Madhya Pradesh government has announced the implementation of Mukhyamantri Ration Aapke Dwar 

Yojana in the state. Under the scheme, ration will now be transported by vehicles in those villages where 

there are no fair price shops. 

 The objective of Mukhyamantri Ration Aapke Dwar Yojana is to provide ration material to Divyanga and 

senior citizens near their homes so that they do not need to go to the ration shop of other villages to get 

their monthly food. 
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Madhya Pradesh (meaning Central Province) is a state in central India. Its capital is Bhopal, and the largest 

city is Indore. Madhya Pradesh is the second largest Indian state by area and the fifth largest state by 

population with over 72 million residents. It borders the states of Uttar Pradesh to the northeast, Chhattisgarh to the 

southeast, Maharashtra to the south, Gujarat to the west, and Rajasthan to the northwest. Mangubhai Chhaganbhai 

Patel is the current Governor of Madhya Pradesh. Shivraj Singh Chouhan is the current Chief Minister of 

Madhya Pradesh, having been elected to the same position 3 times in the past, and a Member of Legislative 

Assembly in Madhya Pradesh from Budhni. 

J&K: LG Manoj Sinha declares JKP‘s much-awaited CCTNS project ―Go-Live‖; Launches ―JK 

eCop‖ Mobile App 

 Jammu and Kashmir Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha declared the much-awaited Crime and Criminal 

Tracking Network & Systems (CCTNS) project of J&K Police ―Go-Live‖ and launched the ―JK eCOP‖ 

Mobile Application at Raj Bhavan in Srinagar. 

 CCTNS will make the Police function citizen-friendly and more transparent by automating the functioning 

of Police Stations besides providing multiple channels by simplifying the process to access services from the 
police. 

 ―JK eCOP‖ Mobile App will provide all police-related public services. The app provides features like One 

Click access for locating the nearest Police Station, panic button to send distress message and provides all the 
important helpline numbers to the public. 

Jammu and Kashmir is a region administered by India as a union territory and consists of the southern portion 
of the larger Kashmir region, which has been the subject of a dispute between India and Pakistan since 1947 and 

between India and China since 1962. The region of Jammu and Kashmir is separated by the Line of Control 
from the Pakistani-administered territories of Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan in the west and north, 

respectively. A resolution to repeal Article 370 was passed by both the houses of the Parliament of India in 

August 2019. All provisions of the Indian Constitution are now equally applicable to it. Provisions for the 
formation of the union territory of Jammu and Kashmir were contained within the Jammu and Kashmir 

Reorganisation Act, 2019, which was passed by both houses of the Parliament of India in August 2019. The act 

re-constituted the former state of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories, ‗Jammu and Kashmir‘ and 

‗Ladakh‘, with effect from 31 October 2019. The union territory of Jammu and Kashmir is administered under 

the provisions of Article 239 of the Constitution of India. The Article 239A, originally formulated for the union 

territory of Puduchery, will also be applicable to Jammu and Kashmir. Manoj Sinha is the current Lieutenant 

Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. Girish Chandra Murmu was the first Lieutenant Governor. 

PM Narendra Modi inaugurated Vishram Sadan at National Cancer Institute in Jhajjar 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Infosys Foundation Vishram Sadan at the National Cancer 
Institute in Jhajjar Campus of AIIMS New Delhi through video conferencing. 

 The 806 bedded Vishram Sadan has been constructed by Infosys Foundation as a part of Corporate Social 

Responsibility. The Vishram Sadan will provide air-conditioned accommodation facilities to the 

accompanying attendants of the Cancer Patients who often have to stay in Hospitals for a longer duration. 

 It has been constructed by the Infosys Foundation at a cost of about 93 crore rupees. The Vishram Sadan is 
located in close proximity to the hospital and OPD Blocks of the National Cancer Institute. 

Indian Army wins gold medal at Cambrian Patrol Exercise in UK 

 The Indian Army won a Gold Medal at the Cambrian Patrol Exercise held in the UK while competing 
against 96 teams representing special forces and regiments from around the world. The Gorkha Rifles Frontier 

Force represented the Indian Army at the drill held at Brecon, Wales. 

 The Indian Army team performed well in harsh terrain and inclement weather. The event is considered the 

ultimate test of human endurance and team spirit and is considered the Olympics of Military Patrolling.  
These conditions added to the challenges of simulated situations to assess the reaction of the teams in a combat 

setting. 
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PM Narendra Modi inaugurated Kushinagar International Airport in Uttar Pradesh 

 The inauguration of the Kushinagar International Airport was marked by the landing of the inaugural 
flight at the airport from Colombo in Sri Lanka, carrying Sri lankan delegation of over hundred Buddhist 

Monks and dignitaries including the 12-member Holy Relic entourage bringing the Holy Buddha Relics for 

Exposition. 

 The delegation also comprises of Anunayakas (deputy heads) of all four Nikatas (orders) of Buddhism in Sri 

Lanka, Asgiriya, Amarapura, Ramanya, Malwatta as well as five Ministers of the Government of Sri Lanka led 

by Cabinet Minister Namal Rajapakshe. 

 The Kushinagar International Airport has been built at an estimated cost of 260 crore rupees. It will 

facilitate domestic and international pilgrims to visit the Mahaparinirvana Sthal of Lord Buddha and is an 

endeavour in connecting the Buddhist pilgrimage holy sites around the world. 

 The airport will serve nearby districts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and is an important step in boosting the 

investment and employment opportunities in the region. 

 The Prime Minister visited the Mahaparinirvana temple, offer Archana and Chivar to the reclining statue 
of Lord Buddha and also plant a Bodhi tree sapling. Mr Modi participated in an event, organised to mark 

Abhidhamma Day. 

 The day symbolises the end of three-month rainy retreat - Varshavaas or Vassa - for the Buddhist Monks, 

during which they stay at one place in vihara and monastery and pray. 

 The event was also be attended by eminent Monks from Sri Lanka, Thailand, Myanmar, South Korea, 

Nepal, Bhutan and Cambodia, as well as Ambassadors of various countries. Mr Modi also walked through the 

exhibition of Paintings of Ajanta frescos, Buddhist Sutra Calligraphy and Buddhist artefacts excavated from 

Vadnagar and other sites in Gujarat. The Prime Minister will participate in a public function at Barwa Jangal in 

Kushinagar. 

 In the event, he laid the foundation stone of Rajkiya Medical College, Kushinagar which will be built at a cost 

of over 280 crore rupees. The Medical college will have a 500-bed hospital and provide admissions to 100 
students in MBBS course in academic session 2022-2023. 

Uttar Pradesh is the most populous state in India as well as the most populous country subdivision in the world. 
It was created on 1 April 1937 as the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh during British rule, and was renamed 

Uttar Pradesh in 1950, giving the acronym UP. The state is divided into 18 divisions and 75 districts with the 

capital being Lucknow. On 9 November 2000, a new state, Uttarakhand, was carved out from the state‘s 
Himalayan hill region. The two major rivers of the state, the Ganges and Yamuna, join at Allahabad and flow 

further east as Ganges. The state contributes 80 seats to the lower house of the Indian Parliament, Lok Sabha and 

31 seats to the upper house of the Indian Parliament, Rajya Sabha. Anandiben Mafatbhai Patel is serving as 

the current Governor of Uttar Pradesh.She also served as Governor of Madhya Pradesh. She has served as the 

first female Chief Minister of Gujarat. Yogi Adityanath is serving as the current Chief Minister of Uttar 

Pradesh. 

152 SAKSHAM Centres launched under Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana 

 As part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, a total of 152 Centre for Financial Literacy & Service Delivery 

(SAKSHAM Centres) across 77 districts of 13 states launched under Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - 

National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM) of the Ministry of Rural Development. 

 Centre for Financial Literacy & Service Delivery (CFL&SD) would act as one stop solution/single window 

system for basic financial needs of Self-Help Group (SHG) households in rural areas. The main objective of 

the center is to provide financial literacy & facilitate delivery of financial services (savings, credit, insurance, 

pensions etc.) to SHG members and rural poor. These Centers will be managed by SHG network, largely at the 
level of the Cluster Level Federations (CLFs), with the help of trained Community Resource Persons (CRPs). 

 These trained CRPs are provided six days residential training at Rural Self Employment Training 
Institutes (RSETIs) established by the Lead Bank of the district. All of these resources persons, popularly 

known as Financial Literacy Community Resource person (FL CRPs) also provided a training tool kit in 

vernacular languages. 
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Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Livelihoods Mission (NRLM) was launched by the Ministry of Rural 

Development (MoRD), Government of India in June 2011 as a restructured version of Swarna Jayanti Gram 

Swarozgar Yojna (SGSY). The Mission aims at creating efficient and effective institutional platforms of the 

rural poor enabling them to increase household income through sustainable livelihood enhancements and 
improved access to financial services. In November 2015, the program was renamed Deendayal Antayodaya 

Yojana (DAY-NRLM). NRLM has set out with an agenda to cover 7 Crore rural poor households, across 600 

districts, 6000 blocks, 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats and 6 lakh villages in the country through self-managed Self Help 

Groups (SHGs) and federated institutions and support them for livelihoods collectives in a period of 8-10 years. 

Centre issues notification for setting up of seven mega integrated textile region & apparel parks 

 Textiles ministry said, PM MITRA Parks is envisaged to help India in achieving the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goal of build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization and 
foster innovation. 

 The Ministry has issued the Notification for setting up of seven PM MITRA Parks. The scheme aims to 

realise the vision of Prime Minister Narendra Modi of building an Aatmanirbhar Bharat and to position 
India strongly on the Global textiles map. 

 PM MITRA is inspired by the 5F vision of Prime Minister. The ‗5F‘ Formula encompasses - Farm to fibre; 

fibre to factory; factory to fashion; fashion to foreign. This integrated vision will help furthering the growth of 
textile sector in the economy. 

 The scheme is to develop integrated large scale and modern industrial infrastructure facility for entire 

value-chain of the textile industry. It will reduce logistics costs and improve competitiveness of Indian Textiles. 

 The scheme will help India in attracting investments, boosting employment generation and position itself 

strongly in the global textile market. These parks are envisaged to be located at sites which have inherent strength 

for Textile Industry to flourish and have necessary linkages to succeed. The seven PM Mega Integrated Textile 

Region and Apparel (PM MITRA) Parks will be setup at Greenfield or Brownfield sites located in different 

willing States. 

 For a Greenfield PM MITRA park, the Union Development Capital Support will be thirty per cent of the 

Project Cost, with a cap of 500 Cr rupees and for Brownfield sites 30 per cent of project cost of balance 

infrastructure and restricted to a limit of 200 crore rupees. 

The Ministry of Textiles is an Indian government national agency responsible for the formulation of policy, 

planning, development, export promotion and regulation of the textile industry in India. This includes all 

natural, artificial, and cellulosic fibers that go into the making of textiles, clothing and Handicrafts. Piyush 

Goyal is the cabinet minister of the Government of India having portfolios such as Minister of 

Textiles, Minister of Commerce and Industry and Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution. 

Currently a Member of Parliament for Rajya Sabha from the state of Maharashtra, he is also the 

current Leader of the House in Rajya Sabha. 

PM Modi to attend G-20 Summit in Rome, World Leader‘s Summit of COP26 in Glasgow 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi will travel to Rome and Glasgow from 29
th

 of October to 2
nd

 November to 

attend the 16
th

 G-20 Summit and the World Leaders‘ Summit of COP-26. 

 Mr Modi will participate in the 16
th

 G-20 Summit in Rome from 30
th

 and 31
st
 October at the invitation of 

the Prime Minister of Italy Mario Draghi. The Summit will also be attended by Heads of State and Heads of 

Government of G-20 Member Countries, the European Union and other invited countries and 

International Organizations. 

 This will be the 8
th

 G-20 Summit that Prime Minister would be attending. The G-20 has emerged as the 

premier global forum for international economic cooperation. India is scheduled to host the G-20 Summit in 

2023 for the first time. The forthcoming Summit under the Italian Presidency is centred around the theme 

‗People, Planet, Prosperity‘, focussing on the areas of Recovery from the Pandemic and Strengthening of 

Global Health Governance, Economic Recovery and Resilience, Climate Change and Energy Transition 

and Sustainable Development and Food Security. 
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PM Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojna launched in Varanasi 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi was on a day-long visit to Uttar Pradesh. He launched the ambitious 

Pradhan Mantri Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojna (PMASBY) nationwide at a function organised in 

Varanasi. 

 With the total outlay of Rs 64,180 Crore the centrally sponsored scheme PMASBY aims to fill the gaps in 

health infrastructure, surveillance and health research in urban and rural areas in the country till 2025-26. 

 In view of the global pandemic of Covid-19, the main purpose of the scheme is to make communities self-

reliant in managing pandemics and health crises. Under this scheme Critical care services will be available 

in all the districts of the country with more than five lakh populations, through Exclusive Critical Care 

Hospital Blocks, while the remaining districts will be covered through referral services. 

 The PMASBY scheme targets to build an IT enabled disease surveillance system by developing a network of 

surveillance laboratories at block, district, regional and national levels in Metropolitan areas. Integrated Health 

Information Portal will be expanded to all States and Union Territories (UTs) to connect all public health 

labs. 

 The Prime Minister also inaugurated and laid the foundation of various development projects and works 
worth over Rs 5200 crore in his parliamentary constituency Varanasi. 

 Mr Modi inaugurated Nine (09) newly built medical colleges in the state at a function in Siddharth Nagar. 

These medical colleges have been completed in Siddharthnagar, Etah, Hardoi, Pratapgarh, Fatehpur, 

Deoria, Ghazipur, Mirzapur and Jaunpur districts. Out of total nine, eight medical colleges have been 

completed under Centre‘s scheme and one has been made functional by the state government with its own 

resources. 

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is an Indian government ministry charged with health policy in 

India. It is also responsible for all government programs relating to family planning in India. The current minister is 

Mansukh L. Mandaviya, while the current MOS health is Dr Bharati Pawar. Rajkumari Amrit Kaur appointed the 

first Health Minister of India in 1947 and remained in office until 1957.  

Delhi - Agra NH stretch to become India‘s first Hi-Tech Corridor 

 The Delhi - Agra national highway (NH) stretch is soon going to be a smart and hi-tech corridor and now 
commuters will have to be watchful of their speed as chances of getting ‗challaned‘ is going to increase. 

 The Delhi - Agra stretch that begins from the Old Mathura road will be the first NH corridor in the country 

to have screens which will alert drivers, if they are going beyond the permitted speed limit. 

 These basically are the Vehicle Actuated Speed Displays (VASDs) and will be installed at different locations 

that will capture and display the vehicle speed in real-time. 

 The step is a part of the National Highways Authority of India‘s (NHAI) program to put in place the first 

Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) on any National Highway (NH), which aims to make the 
corridor seamless and safe for traffic movement. 

 The authority has also floated a tender inviting the bids and the project stretch will begin from the start point 

of 4.4 km long 6-lane Badarpur Elevated Highway to Agra. The ATMS software will generate e-challans and 
will be integrated with the Vahan database, FASTag and NIC through which it will procure details of the vehicle 

for cross verification purpose. The information will be passed on to the traffic management system for further 

actions to be taken. 

The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) is an autonomous agency of the Government of India, set up 

in 1995 (Act 1988) and is responsible for management of a network of over 50,000 km of National Highways out 

of 1,32,499 km in India. It is a nodal agency of the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways. NHAI has signed 

a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the Indian Space Research Organisation for satellite mapping of 

highways. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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International 

 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) added Turkey and two other countries to its ‗grey list. 

 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) added Turkey and two other countries to its ‗grey list.‘ The 

international organisation deals with monitoring and the setting up of guidelines to combat money 

laundering and terrorism financing. 

 This adds to Turkey‘s troubles as is already in the thick of an economic crisis, with its currency rapidly 
devaluing against the dollar. For Turkey, which is joined by Jordan and Mali on the list, its inclusion means 

that investors and creditors are less likely to put their money into the country. Pakistan is also on the list. 

 Exports, output and consumption suffer domestically and the fiscal position for the country is also 
weakened as global banks are reluctant to conduct more business in the country. The international pressure 

also comes in the form of withheld international aid and lowered confidence in the macroeconomic policies of a 

nation. 

 The FATF took two countries — Botswana and Mauritius — out of the grey list. It is because these countries 

had made significant progress in addressing the strategic AML/CFT (Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the 

Financing of Terrorism) deficiencies identified earlier by the FATF and included in their respective action plans. 

 The first list, ‗Call for action,‘ also called the FATF Black List, features countries that the group has 

considered non-cooperative in the global fight against money laundering and terrorist financing. 

Currently, this list only contains North Korea and Iran. 

 The ‗grey list‘ or the ‗Other monitored jurisdictions‘ list, on the other hand, features countries where the 

FATF trains a bigger lens on the financial goings-on of a country to ensure they are meeting the 

recommendation criteria set out by the organisation. 

The FATF is an international intergovernmental agency that was founded in 1989 with backing from the 

Group of Seven (G7) countries to combat money laundering. The FATF Secretariat is located at 

the OECD headquarters in Paris. After the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks in the US, the mandate of the 

group was expanded to combat terror financing as well. The Financial Action Task Force comprises over 39 

member countries including India. Dr. Marcus Pleyer of Germany assumed the position of President of the 

FATF on 1 July 2020. He succeeded Xiangmin Liu of the People‘s Republic of China. 

Northern Ireland Protocol 

 During negotiations the EU and UK agreed a Northern Ireland Protocol that there would be no new checks 

on goods crossing the border between NI and the Republic of Ireland (ROI). The protocol was designed to 

prevent checks along the border between Northern Ireland (in the UK) and the Republic of Ireland (in the 

EU), following Brexit. 

 But since it came into force at the start of 2021, it has prompted disagreements between the UK and EU 

because it has disrupted trade between Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

 During Brexit negotiations, all sides agreed that protecting the 1998 Northern Ireland peace deal (the Good 

Friday agreement) was an absolute priority. That meant keeping the land border open and avoiding new 

infrastructure such as cameras and border posts. 
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 This was easy to do when both Ireland and Northern Ireland were part of the EU. Both sides automatically 

shared the same EU rules on trade and no checks were needed on goods travelling between them. 

 Current Issue of Contention: Under the protocol, foods with animal origins coming from mainland Britain 

into Northern Ireland need health certification. This has been done to ensure that the food items meet 

European standards as they would end up in Ireland, part of the EU‘s single market. 

 The UK wants a light-touch system (with minimal checks) on goods that companies promise will stay in 

Northern Ireland. On the other hand, the EU wants Britain to sign up to Europe‘s health certification rules to 

minimize the need for controls. Regulations like this have been waived during the ongoing ―grace period‖, 
which is scheduled to end later in 2021. 

Northern Ireland Protocol aims to resolve the issue of the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic 

of Ireland. Northern Ireland is part of the UK and the Republic of Ireland remains part of the European 

Union (EU). It has been one of the major issues created by Brexit. This frontier is contested and parts of it were 

fortified during the decades of violence known as ―The Troubles‖. With the Good Friday Agreement those 

visible signs of division melted away along the open border, however, it has again come into a troubled position 

with Brexit. The Good Friday Agreement, also known as Belfast Agreement, was reached on Good 

Friday, 10
th

 April 1998. It was an agreement between the British and Irish governments and most of the 

political parties in Northern Ireland, on how Northern Ireland should be governed. Under Brexit, the UK 

Prime Minister insisted on leaving Europe‘s customs union and its single market, allowing goods to flow freely 

across European borders without checks. The protocol sets out a plan to deal with this unique situation by 

effectively leaving Northern Ireland half inside the European system and half inside the British one. 

World‘s First UNESCO Trail Launched In Scotland 

 The world‘s first ever UNESCO trail, bringing together some of Scotland‘s most iconic, diverse and 

culturally significant sites. Scotland‘s UNESCO Trail connects the country‘s 13 place-based UNESCO 
designations, including World Heritage Sites, Biospheres, Global Geoparks and Creative Cities to form a 

dedicated digital trail. 

 It aims to take visitors on a cultural journey across the country experiencing everything from history to 

science, music, design and literature to nature and cityscapes. 

 Designed specifically to support ambitions to make Scotland a world-leading responsible tourism 

destination, Scotland‘s UNESCO Trail encourages visitors to stay longer, visit all year round, make sustainable 
travel choices, explore more widely and at the right time of the year, and in turn, contribute to the sustainable 

quality of life of those communities surrounding the designated sites. 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is a specialized agency of the 

United Nations (UN) based in Paris. Audrey Azoulay appointed as the Director-general of the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), becoming the second female leader of the 

organization. UNESCO was founded in 1945 as the successor to the League of Nations‘ International 

Committee on Intellectual Cooperation. 

Seville to become world‘s first city to name heat waves 

 Seville, Spain, will become the first city in the world to begin naming and categorizing heat waves, similar 
to the system already in place for hurricanes. Kicking off in 2022, the plan is part of an increasing global 

effort to bring more attention to heat waves as an immediate threat and symptom of climate change. 

 The City of Seville is collaborating with the Atlantic Council‘s Adrienne Arsht-Rockefeller Foundation 
Resilience Center (Arsht-Rock), its Science Advisory Panel – comprising leading climatologists and public 

health, disaster relief, and social and behavioral scientists – and AEMET, Spain‘s meteorological agency, the 

Spanish Agency for Climate Change, the University of Sevilla, and the Pablo de Olavide University, to develop 

the methodology behind a formal naming and categorization system for heat waves, which will commence 

in 2022. 
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 Kathy Baughman McLeod, SVP and director of Arsht-Rock Center and Mauricio Rodas, former Mayor of Quito, 

Atlantic Council fellow, and lead for Arsht-Rock‘s Extreme Heat Resilience Alliance, City Champions for 

Heat Action initiative, also spoke at today‘s event alongside the Mayor. 

 This methodology will categorize and name heat waves on the basis of their impact on human health, since 

heat is one of the major weather-related killers in Seville and other cities in Europe. 

 This will permit local officials to implement specific policies, such as opening air conditioned shelters or 

adding extra staff to emergency rooms, when heat waves are ranked highly because they are expected to be 

associated with large negative health outcomes. Categorizing dangerous meteorological events based upon 

health impact is unique and important in developing proper means to deal with their damaging effects. 

Seville is the capital and largest city of the Spanish autonomous community of Andalusia and the province of 

Seville. It is situated on the lower reaches of the River Guadalquivir, in the southwest of the Iberian Peninsula. 

A global first links 13 of Scotland‘s UNESCO cities and sites in a digital trail 

 Long renowned as the birthplace of literary heroes and authors such as Arthur Conan Doyle and Muriel 
Spark, Edinburgh is one of 13 sites in Scotland recognised by UNESCO as a place of international 

importance. 

 Now the city, along with the nearby Forth Bridge connecting it to Fife, will become part of the world‘s first 

ever UNESCO trail. Designed to help transform Scotland into a world-leading responsible tourism 

destination, the digital trail connects together for the first time all of Scotland‘s UNESCO world heritage sites, 

biospheres, geoparks and cities of culture. 

 Under a wider initiative of promoting responsible tourism, the Scottish government has collaborated with 

tourism and heritage organisations to launch the trail ahead of the COP 26 climate change summit being 

held in Glasgow from 31 October. 

World‘s First Desert-Circling Railway ―Closed Loop‖ Expected to Run in 2022 

 Heruo Railway, the ―last kilometer‖ of the railway encircling Taklimakan Desert, completed laying tracks, 
setting the foundation for operating the world‘s first desert-circling railway in 2022. 

 The construction of the Heruo Railway began in December 2018. It is designed to connect Hetian City in 

Southern Xinjiang and Ruoqiang County in Bayingolin Mongolian Autonomous Prefecture. 

 Heruo Railway, together with the existing Geku Railway, Kahe Railway, and Southern Xinjiang Railway, 

forms a closed railway loop around the Taklimakan Desert. 

Barbados elects first ever president ahead of becoming republic 

 Barbados has elected its first ever president as it prepares to become a republic, removing Queen Elizabeth 
as head of state. Dame Sandra Mason, 72, is set to be sworn in on 30 November, which will mark the 

country‘s 55
th

 anniversary of independence from Britain. The first woman to serve on the Barbados Court 

of Appeals, Dame Sandra has been governor-general since 2018. 

 The government announced the plan to move to a republic status last year. It said the time had come for 

Barbados to fully leave the colonial past behind. The change had already been recommended by a 

constitutional review in 1998. 

 With a population of about 285,000, Barbados is one of the more populous and prosperous Caribbean 

islands. Once heavily dependent on sugar exports, its economy has diversified into tourism and finance.  

Barbados will not be the first former British colony in the Caribbean to become a republic. Guyana took 

that step in 1970, less than four years after gaining independence from Britain. Trinidad and Tobago 

followed suit in 1976 and Dominica in 1978. 

Barbados is an island country in the Lesser Antilles of the West Indies, in the Caribbean region of the 

Americas, and the most easterly of the Caribbean Islands. Bridgetown is the capital and largest city 

of Barbados. The Dollar has been the currency of Barbados since 1935.  
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Konkan Shakti exercise: India, UK begin first-ever joint tri-services exercise 

 The maiden bilateral tri-service exercise, Konkan Shakti 21, between the armed forces of India and the UK 
culminated in the Arabian Sea on October 27. With the arrival of the UK Carrier Strike Group on the western 

coast, India-U.K. ties will gear up for a phase of high profile engagements. 

 The Strike Group led by HMS Queen Elizabeth is on a ―non-provocative‖ exercise in the Indo-Pacific 

region in what is being interpreted as the biggest British naval deployment since the end of the Cold War. 

 The defence ministry said in a statement, ―Drills undertaken during the exercise involved replenishment at sea 

practice, strike operations by fighter aircraft, cross control of helicopters, simulated induction of army troops, 

gun shoots on expendable air targets, advanced air and sub-surface exercises, composite helicopter 

formation fly-past and large force engagement involving fighter aircraft of the UK (F35B), Indian Navy 
(MiG 29K) and Indian Air Force (SU-30 and Jaguar), all of which reflected high synergy, professionalism and 

readiness of both nations to conduct joint maritime operations, when required.‖ 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or 
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European 
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of 

Ireland, and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson 

has been Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. 
Elizabeth II (Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. 

Pound sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom. 

India at 71
st
 on Global Food Security index 2021 of 113 nations 

 Global Food Security (GFS) Index 2021 of 113 countries, but the country lags behind its neighbours 

Pakistan and Sri Lanka in terms food affordability, according to a report. According to the report, India 

held 71
st
 position with an overall score of 57.2 points on the GFS Index 2021 of 113 countries, fared better 

than Pakistan (75
th
 position), Sri Lanka (77

th
 Position), Nepal (79

th
 position) and Bang 

 Ireland, Australia, the UK, Finland, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Canada, Japan, France and the US 
shared the top rank with the overall GFS score in the range of 77.8 and 80 points on the index. The GFS Index 

was designed and constructed by London-based Economist Impact and is sponsored by Corteva 

Agriscience. 

The GFS Index was designed and constructed by London-based Economist Impact and is sponsored by 
Corteva Agriscience. The GFS Index measures the underlying drivers of food security in 113 countries, based 

on the factors of affordability, availability, quality and safety, and natural resources and resilience. It considers 58 

unique food security indicators including income and economic inequality – calling attention to systemic gaps 

and actions needed to accelerate progress toward United Nations Sustainable Development Goal of Zero 

Hunger by 2030. 

Luxembourg becomes first European country to legalise cannabis 

 In a bid to bring fundamental changes in country‘s approach towards recreational drugs, Luxembourg has 

become the first country in Europe to legalise growing and consuming cannabis. 

 The country‘s government announced that from now on, people aged 18 and above will be allowed to grow a 

maximum of four cannabis plants per household. Locals will have to use their household boundary — 
indoors, outdoors, balcony, terrace or garden — to grow cannabis at home. Nobody will be permitted to grow the 

recreational drug in public spaces. 

Luxembourg is a landlocked country in Western Europe. It is bordered by Belgium to the west and north, 

Germany to the east, and France to the south. Its capital, Luxembourg City, is one of the four official capitals 

of the European Union (together with Brussels, Frankfurt, and Strasbourg) and the seat of the Court of Justice 

of the European Union, the highest judicial authority in the EU. Xavier Bettel is a Luxembourg lawyer and 

politician who has served as Prime Minister of Luxembourg since 2013. Henri is the Grand Duke of 

Luxembourg. Euro is it‘s official currency of it. 
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE 
 

 

RBI approves reappointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as MD & CEO of Axis Bank 

 The private lender confirmed the appointment and stated that it has received the central bank‘s approval for 
Chaudhry‘s re-appointment for another three-year period, with effect from 1 January, 2022 to December 31, 2024. 

 Before joining Axis Bank, Chaudhry was the MD and CEO of HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company  
and has also served as the head of testing unit of Infosys Technologies Ltd and MD & CEO of Infosys BPO. 

 Axis Bank Limited is an Indian banking and financial services company headquartered in 

Mumbai, Maharashtra. It sells financial services to large and mid-size companies, SMEs and retail businesses. 

The Reserve Bank of India was founded on 1 April 1935 to respond to economic troubles after the First World 

War. RBI was conceptualised as per the guidelines, working style and outlook presented by Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar in his book titled ―The Problem of the Rupee – Its origin and its solution‖ and presented to the Hilton 

Young Commission. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on 

Indian Currency and Finance, also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. In 1969, the Indira Gandhi-

headed government nationalised 14 major commercial banks. Upon Indira Gandhi‘s return to power in 1980, a 

further six banks were nationalised. The first Governor of the RBI was British banker Osborn Smith and C.D. 

Deshmukh was the first Indian Governor of RBI. Shashikant Das is the current Governor of RBI. 

Real estate sector in country expected to reach market size of 1 trillion dollars by 2030 

 NITI Aayog CEO, Mr. Amitabh Kant said that India‘s real estate sector is expected to reach a market size 

of 1 trillion dollars and contribute 18-20 percent of the country‘s GDP by 2030. 

 Addressing the 13
th

 Edition of Confederation of Indian Industry - CII Realty and Infrastructure Conclave 
2021 in Mumbai, Mr. Kant said housing sales are recovering, buoyant by the decade low mortgage rates. 

 The Smart City Project, which aims to build 100 smart cities, is a prime opportunity for real estate 

companies. Mr. Kant said the realty sector and its stakeholders also play a critical role in supporting the ‗housing 
for all‘ initiative taken by the government. 

 Mr. Kant said the Atmanirbhar Bharat Package 3.0 that provides tax relief for real estate developers and 
home buyers and the setting up of Alternative investment Fund, Affordable Housing Fund and National Housing 

Bank with an initial corpus of 35,000 crore rupees is likely to revive the sector in coming months. 
 The Real Estate Investment Trust Platform, as approved by Securities and Exchange Board of India, will 

create opportunities worth 1.25 trillion rupees in coming years. 

The National Institution for Transforming India, also called NITI Aayog, was formed via a resolution of the 

Union Cabinet on January 1, 2015. It was established to replace the Planning Commission which followed a top-

down model. NITI Aayog is the premier policy ‗Think Tank‘ of the Government of India, providing both 

directional and policy inputs. The current chairman of NITI Aayog is Shri Narendra Modi, current vice 

chairman is Dr. Rajiv Kumar and the current chief executive officer is Shri Amitabh Kant.  
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Govt debt likely to breach 90% of GDP this year, says IMF report 

 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected the government debt, including that of the Centre 

and the states, to rise to a record 90.6 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) during 2021-22 against 

89.6 per cent in the previous year. 

 It will then moderate to 88.8 per cent during FY23, but will remain over 85 per cent during the next five 

years — till 2026-27, the IMF said in its latest Fiscal Monitor. Before Covid-19 hit the country, the government 

debt remained less than 80 per cent in the recent past. 

 For instance, it was 74.1 per cent during FY20, 70.4 per cent in the previous year, 69.7 per cent in FY18 and 

68.9 per cent in the year before that. The Centre‘s debt was at 58.8 per cent of GDP in FY21. It fell slightly to 

57.6 per cent in the first quarter of FY22. 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 190 countries, working to foster global monetary 

cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high employment and sustainable 

economic growth, and reduce poverty around the world. Created in 1945, the IMF is governed by and 

accountable to the 190 countries that make up its near-global membership. Ms. Kristalina Georgieva, from 

Bulgaria, is Managing Director and Chairman of the Executive Board of International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

from October 1, 2019. Prominent Indian-American economist Gita Gopinath has joined as the chief economist 

of the International Monetary Fund, becoming the first woman to occupy the top post at the global lender. The 

latest currency that was added to the basket of currencies by the International Monetary Fund to determine 

the value of XDR is the Chinese renminbi in 2016. The other international currencies in the basket of currencies 

are British Pound, Japanese Yen, US Dollar, and Euro. XDR is the currency code of Special Drawing Rights. 

Andorra has joined the International Monetary Fund (IMF), to become its 190
th

 member. 

Amara Raja Group among top 500 best employers in world 

 Tirupati-based Amara Raja Group has been listed among the 500 best employers to work for across the 

globe, according to the ‗World‘s Best Employer Ranking-2021‘ published by the Forbes Magazine. 

 The study was conducted in partnership with market research firm Statista, which contacted 1.5 lakh full and 

part-time employees from 58 countries working for multinational companies and institutions. The Amara Raja 

Group is ranked fourth in the list, after Reliance Industries, Larsen & Toubro and Bajaj. 

BPCL Unveils Automated Fuelling System ‗U-Fill‘ in 65 Cities 

 Indian government-owned, Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited(BPCL) now has unveiled an automated 

fuelling technology system, commonly now as U-Fill to ease the customers with a better experience at the 

outlets. 

 The new U-Fill outlets have been launched in 65 cities and are likely to be launched soon across the country. 
The customers need not download any app to use the U-Fill technology. When payment is concerned, a customer 

can use any desired application for payment, such as Google pay, Paytm, and others. 

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) is an Indian government-owned oil and gas corporation. It is 

under the ownership of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government of India, headquartered 

in Mumbai, Maharashtra. It operates two large refineries in Kochi and Mumbai. India‘s second-largest 

downstream government owned oil corporation, it was ranked 309
th

 on the 2020 Fortune list of the world‘s 

biggest corporations, and 792
nd

 on Forbes‘s 2021 ―Global 2000‖ list. In 2017, Bharat Petroleum Corporation 

Limited (BPCL) received Maharatna status, putting it in the category of government-owned entities in India with 

the largest market capitalization and consistently high profits. 

India, Israel, US and UAE agree to establish joint economic forum 

 India, United States, Israel and the UAE have decided to form a forum for future economic cooperation 

and to explore possibilities of joint infrastructure projects in the fields of transportation, technology, 

maritime security, and economics and trade. 
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 External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar and his counterparts from Israel, the US and the UAE have agreed 

to establish a forum for economic cooperation at a quadrilateral meeting during which they discussed 
possibilities for joint infrastructure projects in the fields of transportation, technology, maritime security, and 

economics and trade. 

 At the end of the meeting, it was decided that each minister will appoint senior-level professionals to a joint 

working group that will formulate options for cooperation in the areas identified by the ministers, it said. 

The intention is to hold an in-person meeting of the ministers in the coming months at ‗Expo 2020‘ in 

Dubai, the statement said. 

India ranks 40
th

 out of 43 global pension systems, as per survey 

 India has ranked 40
th

 out of 43 pension systems across the world in the 2021 Mercer CFS Global Pension 
Index survey, suggesting the need for strategic reforms in India to revamp the pension system so as to ensure 

adequate retirement income. 

 India had stood at 34
th

 position out of 39 pension systems rated in 2020. According to the survey, India had 

an overall index value of 43.3 among the countries analysed, lower than the index value of 45.7 for 2020. 

 Globally, Iceland was ranked highest with an overall index value of 84.2 while Thailand had the lowest 

overall index value at 40.6. 

USA replaces China as world‘s biggest Bitcoin miner 

 The United States has overtaken China to account for the largest share of the world‘s bitcoin mining, data 
published by the U.K.‘s Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance showed. 

 The U.S. has become the world‘s epicenter for Bitcoin mining after a crackdown in China effectively 

eliminated the practice in the former cradle of the industry. 

 China‘s share of the power of computers connected to the global bitcoin network, known as the ―hash 
rate‖, fell to zero by July from 44 percent in May, the data showed. 

 The United States now accounts for the largest share of mining, some 35.4 percent of the global hash rate as 

of end-August, followed by Kazakhstan and Russia, the data showed. 

Cryptocurrency is a specific type of virtual currency, which is decentralised and protected by cryptographic 

encryption techniques. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple are a few notable examples of cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin is a 

type of digital currency that enables instant payments to anyone. Bitcoin was introduced in 2009. Bitcoin is 

based on an open-source protocol and is not issued by any central authority. The origin of Bitcoin is unclear, as 
is who founded it. A person, or a group of people, who went by the identity of Satoshi Nakamoto are said to 

have conceptualised an accounting system in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. In 2018, The RBI issued 

a circular preventing all banks from dealing in cryptocurrencies. This circular was declared unconstitutional 

by the Supreme Court in May 2020. Recently, the government has announced to introduce a 

bill; Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021, to create a sovereign digital 

currency and simultaneously ban all private cryptocurrencies. 

DSP Investment Managers Launches India‘s First ETF Based on Equal Weight Strategy 

 DSP Investment Managers announced the launch of DSP Nifty 50 Equal Weight ETF, India‘s First Exchange 

Traded Fund based on the Nifty 50 Equal Weight Index. In an equal weight index, each stock in it gets equal 

weight. 

 Thus, if the strategy is applied to Nifty 50, the equal weighted index will own the same 50 companies as 
Nifty 50 and will have 2% weight to each company unlike the current market cap weight design where some 

stocks get large weights like 9-10% and many stocks in the lower tail get only 0.3%. This gives all companies in 

the index an equal chance to contribute to returns rather than being overly dependent on the top 10. 

DSP Investment Managers Private Limited operates as an investment management firm. The Company 
manages equities, exchange traded funds, and fixed income portfolios. DSP Investment Managers serves 

customers worldwide. It is headquartered in Chandigarh. 
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Former U.S. president Donald Trump launches ‗TRUTH‘ social media platform 

 Former U.S. President Donald Trump launched his own social media app, TRUTH Social, that he said 
would ―stand up to Big Tech‖ companies such as Twitter and Facebook that have barred him from their 

platforms. 

 TRUTH Social will be created through a new company formed by a merger of the Trump Media and 

Technology Group and a special acquisition company (SPAC), according to a press release distributed by both 

organizations. 

 The social network, set for a beta launch next month and full rollout in the first quarter of 2022, is the first 

of three stages in the company‘s plans, followed by a subscription video-on-demand service called TMTG+ 

that will feature entertainment, news and podcasts. 

Donald John Trump is an American politician, media personality, and businessman who served as the 

45
th

 president of the United States from 2017 to 2021. 

India may soon get its first ‗Total Market‘ Index Fund 

 Former Flipkart co-founder Sachin Bansal‘s Navi Mutual Fund has filed for an index fund that will track 

the Nifty Total Market Index. The index was created on 13 October by the National Stock Exchange (NSE). 

 In 2019, Motilal Oswal Mutual Fund launched an index fund based on the Nifty 500. However the Total 

Market Index goes one step further and covers ‗micro-cap‘ stocks as well with 750 stocks under its ambit. 

National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE) is the leading stock exchange of India, located in the city 

of Mumbai, Maharashtra. It is under the ownership of some leading financial institutions, Banks, and 

Insurance companies. NSE was established in 1992 as the first dematerialized electronic exchange in the 

country. NSE was the first exchange in the country to provide a modern, fully automated screen-based 

electronic trading system that offered easy trading facilities to investors spread across the length and breadth of the 

country. Vikram Limaye is the Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of NSE. 

GAIL to build India‘s largest green hydrogen plant to supplement natural gas production 

 State-owned GAIL (India) Ltd will build India‘                        -                            

            its natural gas business with carbon-free fuel. 

 ―For India to achieve the target of raising the share of natural gas in the energy basket to 15 % gas usage 

by 2030 from current 6.2 %, gas consumption has to rise three and half times to 600 million standard cubic 

meters per day. The plant planned is for 10 MW capacity, the largest announced so far in the country. 

GAIL (India) Limited (formerly known as Gas Authority of India Ltd.) is a government owned natural gas 

corporation responsible for natural gas processing and distribution in India headquartered in GAIL Bhawan 

New Delhi, India. It is under the ownership of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government of India. It 

has the following business segments: natural gas, liquid hydrocarbon, liquefied petroleum gas transmission, 

petrochemical, city gas distribution, Renewable Energy including Solar & Wind, exploration and production, 

Petrochemicals, GAILTEL and electricity generation. GAIL was conferred with the Maharatna status on 1 

Feb 2013, by the Government of India. GAIL, the Largest Natural Gas Company of India, owns and operates a 

network of around 13,722 km of natural gas pipeline and currently executing around 6,000 km of pipeline projects 

of its own and about 2,000 km through two JVs, as part of the National Gas Grid. PNGRB has authorized your 

Company to execute a 1,755 km long Mumbai-Nagpur-Jharsuguda Pipeline. 

Twitter launches first Community in India for cricket fans 

 Twitter has launched its first Community in India as well as the first outside the US to bring together 

cricket fans from around the world. ‗The Cricket Twitter – India‘ went live. 

 ―We‘re bringing this test to India with a community that will nurture one of the conversations that Indians are 

passionate about — Cricket. Admission to the community is on an invite-only basis. The moderators pick the 

focus and create the Community rules. These are in addition to Twitter‘s policy. 
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Twitter (initially called Twttr) is an American microblogging and social networking service on which users post 

and interact with messages known as ―tweets‖. Registered users can post, like, and retweet tweets, but unregistered 

users can only read those that are publicly available. Users interact with Twitter through browser or mobile frontend 

software, or programmatically via its APIs. Prior to April 2020 services were accessible via SMS. The service is 

provided by Twitter, Inc., a corporation based in San Francisco, California. Tweets were originally restricted 

to 140 characters, but the limit was doubled to 280 for non-CJK languages in November 2017. Audio and video 

tweets remain limited to 140 seconds for most accounts. Twitter was created by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz 

Stone, and Evan Williams in March 2006 and launched in July of that year. An October 21, 2021 report found 

that Twitter‘s deep learning recommender system, an algorithm intended to personalize the user‘s Home 

timeline—introduced in 2016—favored ―right-leaning politics‖. 

RBI‘s Monetary Policy Committee member Varma diverged from policy stance 

 While the Reserve Bank‘s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) retained the accommodative stance and kept 

the main policy rates unchanged in the review earlier this month, Jayanth R Varma, a member of the MPC, 

has strongly argued for tightening the policy stating that inflation and growth risks are ―well beyond the 

control‖ of the MPC. 

 ―A pattern of policy making in slow motion that is guided by an excessive desire to avoid surprises is no 

longer appropriate,‖ Varma, professor, IIM Ahmedabad, said in the policy review, according to the minutes of 

the MPC meeting held on October 8. 

 According to RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das, going forward, if there are no spells of unseasonal rains, food 

inflation is likely to register significant moderation in the immediate term, aided by record kharif 

production, more than adequate food stocks, supply-side measures and favourable base effects. 

Razorpay launches ‗TokenHQ‘, India‘s first multi-network 

 Razorpay has announced the launch of ‗Razorpay TokenHQ‘, a robust and secure multi-network Card-on-
File (CoF) tokenization solution. The announcement came after RBI introduced new guidelines disallowing 

businesses, payment aggregators, and acquiring banks, from storing customers‘ credit/debit/prepaid card 
information. 

 Razorpay TokenHQ is available for all businesses; and merchants using other payment gateways can also 

use Razorpay‘s solution to tokenize cards and route payments using their existing payment partnerships. 

 ―The RBI has been making great strides to enhance the security and convenience of digital payments in India. 

 India‘s First Multi-Network tokenization solution, ‗TokenHQ‘, will work across all major card networks, 

thus enabling every business in India to tokenize customer card information.‖ 

Union Bank of India signs MoU with CDAC-Hyderabad 

 Union Bank of India entered into a partnership with CDAC (Centre for Development of Advanced 
Computing) Hyderabad, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, under bank‘s Cyber Security 

Centre of Excellence initiative, as per which CDAC will assist the bank to impart cyber security awareness 

and education to its stakeholders- customers and employees. 

 This collaboration is a first-of-its-kind initiative on cyber security and will benefit bank‘s staff and 

customers and different user groups, people at large to improve their security awareness levels and guide them 
to protect themselves from cyber threats in this digital era. 

Union Bank of India is an Indian government-owned bank under the ownership of Ministry of Finance with 
120+ million customers and a total business of US$106 billion. After the amalgamation with Corporation 

Bank and Andhra Bank, which came into effect on 1 April 2020, the amalgamated entity became the fifth 

largest PSU bank in terms of branch network with around 9500 branches. Union Bank of India was registered 

on 11 November 1919 as a limited company in Bombay (present-day Mumbai) and was inaugurated 

by Mahatma Gandhi.  

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

 

Inventions/Discoveries 

NASA launches spacecraft on 12-year mission to probe Jupiter Asteroids 

 NASA launched a spacecraft called Lucy on a 12-year mission to explore Jupiter‘s Trojan asteroids for the 
first time gathering new insights into the solar system‘s formation. The Atlas V rocket responsible for 

propelling the probe took off from Cape Canaveral. 

 Named after an ancient fossil of a pre-human ancestor, Lucy will become the first solar-powered spacecraft 

to venture so far from the Sun, and will observe more asteroids than any probe before it – eight in all. 

 Lucy will also make three Earth flybys for gravity assists, making it the first spacecraft to return to our 

planet‘s vicinity from the outer solar system. 

 Lucy‘s first encounter will be in 2025 with asteroid Donaldjohanson in the Main Belt, between Mars and 
Jupiter. The asteroid is named after the discoverer of the Lucy fossil. 

 Between 2027 and 2033, it will encounter seven Trojan asteroids – five in the swarm that leads Jupiter, and 
two in the swarm that trails the gas giant. The largest of them is about 60 miles (95 kilometers) in diameter. 

 Lucy will fly by its target objects within 250 miles (400 kilometers) of their surfaces, and use its onboard 

instruments and large antenna to investigate their geology, including composition, mass, density and volume. 

 The Jupiter Trojan asteroids, thought to number well over 7,000, are leftover raw materials from the 

formation of our solar system‘s giant planets – Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. 

 Scientists believe they hold vital clues about the composition and physical conditions in the protoplanetary 
disk from which all the Sun‘s planets, including Earth, formed. They are broadly grouped into two swarms 

– the leading swarm is one-sixth a lap ahead of Jupiter while the trailing swarm is one-sixth behind. Some 

are gray, while others are red – with the differences indicating how far away from the Sun they might have 
formed before assuming their present trajectory. 

 Lucy the fossil was discovered in Ethiopia in 1974 and helped shed light on human evolution. The space 

mission‘s name was chosen with the hope that it will shed light on the solar system‘s evolution. 

 The paleoanthropologists who discovered the hominin remains named her after the Beatles‘ song ―Lucy in the 

Sky with Diamonds‖, which they were playing loudly at the expedition camp. 

 Lucy the probe is carrying a diamond beam splitter into the sky – the Lucy Thermal Emission Spectrometer, 

which detects far infrared radiation, to map asteroid surface temperatures. By measuring the temperature at 

different times of day, the team can deduce physical properties such as how much dust, sand or rock is present. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is an independent agency of the executive branch of 
the United States federal government responsible for the civilian space program, as well as aeronautics and 

aerospace research. President Dwight D. Eisenhower established NASA in 1958. Sen. Bill Nelson was sworn in as 

the 14
th

 NASA administrator on May 3, 2021, tasked with carrying out the Biden-Harris administration‘s vision 

for the agency. 
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Goa gets country‘s first alcohol museum, dedicated to local delight feni 

 India‘s first-ever alcohol museum has knocked the doors of the country‘s unofficial party capital of Goa as 
a Goan businessman and collector decided to educate travellers on the history and significance of the coastal 

state‘s unique culture. 

 The ‗All About Alcohol‘ museum has opened in Goa‘s Candolim, the tourist destination popular for its locally 

distilled drink ‗feni‘ – made with either coconut or cashews – and is dedicated to the coastal state‘s rich heritage. 

Goa is a state on the southwestern coast of India within the Konkan region, geographically separated from the 
Deccan highlands by the Western Ghats. Goa is popularly known as the Pearl of the orient and tourist paradise. 
Panaji is the state‘s capital, while Vasco da Gama is its largest city. The historic city of Margao in Goa still 

exhibits the cultural influence of the Portuguese, who first voyaged to the subcontinent in the early 16
th

 century 

as merchants, and conquered it soon thereafter, whereupon Goa became an overseas territory of the 
Portuguese Empire, part of what was then known as Portuguese India, and remained as such for about 450 

years, until it was annexed by India in 1961. The ―armed action‖ was code named Operation Vijay (meaning 

―Victory‖) by the Indian Armed Forces. P. S. Sreedharan Pillai is currently serving as the Governor of Goa 
state. Pramod Sawant is the current Chief Minister of Goa. 

Maharashtra Becomes First In India to Introduce 10 Year Wildlife Action Plan 

 Maharashtra became the first state in the country to release a ‗Wildlife Action Plan‘. The course of action 

is for 10 years (2021-2030) where the effect of climate change on wildlife and other ecosystems within the state 

will be recognised and studied, in order to be prepared to tackle it. 

 The plan will, ‗take up studies on effects of climate change on flora and fauna; climate adaptation and 

mitigation and other related research on climate change.‘ Further, it adds that it is absolutely necessary to 

‗investigate, quantify and monitor the impacts of climate change on marine biodiversity and its possible 
relationship with invasive species‘. 

Maharashtra is a state in the western and central peninsular region of India occupying a substantial portion of 
the Deccan Plateau. The centre of India is in this state. Maharashtra is the second-most populous state in India 

as well as the third-most populous country subdivision in the world. It was formed on 1 May 1960 by splitting the 

bilingual Bombay State, which had existed since 1956, into majority Marathi-speaking Maharashtra and 

Gujarati-speaking Gujarat. Mumbai is the capital city of the Indian state of Maharashtra. As per the Indian 

government population census of 2011, Mumbai was the most populous city in India with an estimated city 

proper population of 12.5 million living under Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai. Bhagat Singh 

Koshyari is serving as the current Governor of Maharashtra. Uddhav Bal Thackeray is the current Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra. 

NITI Aayog launches Geospatial Energy Map of India 

 NITI Aayog launched a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based Energy Map of India. ―NITI Aayog 

in collaboration with Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has developed a comprehensive 

Geographic Information System (GIS) Energy Map of India with the support of Energy Ministries of 

Government of India,‖. 

 ―The GIS map provides a holistic picture of all energy resources of the country which enables visualisation 

of energy installations such as conventional power plants, oil and gas wells, petroleum refineries, coal fields 

and coal blocks, district-wise data on renewable energy power plants and renewable energy resource 
potential through 27 thematic layers‖. The Aayog is of the view that GIS-mapping of energy assets will be 

useful for ensuring real-time and integrated planning of the energy sector of India, given its large 

geographical distribution and interdependence. 

ISRO is the space agency of India headquartered in the city of Bangalore. ISRO was formed in 1969. ISRO built 

India‘s first satellite, Aryabhata, which was launched by the Soviet Union on 19 April 1975. Dr Kailasavadivoo 

Sivan is current the chairperson of the ISRO. Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) or Sriharikota 

Range (SHAR) is a rocket launch centre operated by ISRO. It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.  
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G20 Rome summit aims to set agenda for COP26 climate talks 

 Hectic negotiations are underway among G20 countries to set the agenda for the upcoming COP26 global 
climate talks in Glasgow and strike a consensus between the developed and developing nations to raise and 

hasten climate ambitions. 

 On the table is a strong pitch for net-zero commitments, cutting coal use in the power sector, signing up on 

the methane pledge, reducing fuel subsidy, and upping the national climate targets – also known as 

Nationally Determined Contributions. The developed nations are upping the ante and aim to finalise an 

ambitious climate action plan at the G20 heads of nations summit in Rome on October 30-31. 

 On the other side of the divide are India, China, Brazil, Australia, Indonesia and Saudi Arabia – countries 

where the growth agenda could be deeply impacted by these decisions. The ‗net-zero‘ target is one of them. 

The G20 (or Group of Twenty) is an intergovernmental forum comprising 19 countries and the European 
Union (EU). It works to address major issues related to the global economy, such as international financial 

stability, climate change mitigation, and sustainable development. The G20 is composed of most of the 

world‘s largest economies, including both industrialized and developing nations. As of 2021 there are 20 

members of the group: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, the European Union, France, Germany, India, 

Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and 

the United States. Spain is a permanent guest invitee. 

India occupies top spot globally in emissions related to crop burning: Report 

 India is ranked at the top in emissions related to crop burning, accounting for 13 per cent of total global 

emissions for the 2015-2020 period, according to a new report released by climate tech startup Blue Sky 

Analytics, which is also part of global coalition ―Climate TRACE‖. 

 Blue Sky Analytics, the Indian climate tech startup founded by an IIT alumnus, also pointed towards a 12.2-per 

cent contribution by India to cropland fire emissions in 2020. However, it also points to an increase in 

emissions by 12.8 per cent in 2019-20, increasing India‘s global contribution to 12.2 per cent. 

World‘s first city-wide plastic survey launches in Portsmouth 

 A project to help map ‗hotspots‘ of plastic rubbish in Portsmouth is being launched. The MAPP (Mapping 
Portsmouth Plastic) project will be a world first – a city-wide plastic survey, designed to help find solutions to 

reduce plastic waste in urban areas. 

 It is the latest development from the University of Portsmouth‘s Revolution Plastics initiative. Researchers 
will analyse data gathered via the Jetsam app to better understand the patterns and movement of plastic waste in 

Portsmouth. The information will help them develop ways of reducing large amounts of plastic from 

entering the environment. 

South Korea launches its first homegrown space rocket 

 South Korea has launched its first homegrown rocket, stepping up the country‘s ambitions in space. The 

Korean Satellite Launch Vehicle II, known as Nuri, took off from Goheung, about 500 km south of Seoul. 

 President Moon Jae-in said the vehicle completed its full flight sequence but failed in its goal of putting a 

dummy satellite in orbit. Such launches are essential for a space programme but could potentially also have 

military applications. 

 South Korea is locked in an arms race with North Korea, with both recently test-firing new weapons. The 

North put a satellite in orbit in 2012. Nuri cost South Korea an estimated 2 trillion won $1.6 billion to 

develop. Weighing 200 tonnes and measuring 47.2 metres long, it is fitted with six liquid-fuelled engines. 

 South Korea plans to carry out four more launches of the Nuri until 2027 to increase reliability, according 

to the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) that is overseeing the launch. 

 Previous attempts by Seoul to launch a rocket in 2009 and 2010 failed, with the second exploding minutes 

after take-off. South Korea is aiming to send a probe to the moon by 2030. 
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India‘s first Banni buffalo IVF calf born in Gujarat 

 India saw the birth of its first IVF calf of a Buffalo breed namely Banni. The calf is born out of 6 Banni 

IVF pregnancies established at the doorsteps of a farmer Vinay. L. Wala in Gujarat‘s Somnath district. 

 The process was carried out to enhance the number of genetically superior buffaloes to increase milk 
production, the official said. Banni buffalo is known for its resilience and higher milk producing capacity in 

an arid environment. 

 A ―Banni‖ buffalo belonging to a dairy farmer from Dhanej village in Gir Somnath gave birth to an IVF 

male calf, in what the Union Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying called the birth of the first 

calf of the breed born using in-vitro fertilisation (IVF). 

 Producing calves by deploying ART will pave the way for rapid multiplication of superior animals at a 

much faster pace, said Shyam Zawar, the CEO of JK Trust. 

 The technology can help the country to multiply the population of genetically superior buffaloes resulting 
in higher milk yield, he said, adding that the NGO was also behind the country‘s first IVF calf named 

Krishna born on January 9, 2017. 

In vitro fertilisation (IVF) is a process of fertilisation where an egg is combined with sperm in vitro (―in glass‖). 

The process involves monitoring and stimulating a woman‘s ovulatory process, removing an ovum or ova (egg 
or eggs) from her ovaries and letting sperm fertilise them in a culture medium in a laboratory. After the 

fertilised egg (zygote) undergoes embryo culture for 2–6 days, it is implanted in the woman or another 

woman‘s uterus, with the intention of establishing a successful pregnancy. In July 1978, Louise Brown was the first 

child successfully born after her mother received IVF treatment. Brown was born as a result of natural-cycle IVF, 
where no stimulation was made. 

252-million-year-old fossil site in J&K‘s Khanmoh preserves world‘s first tsunami 

 Formally adopting the 252-million-year-old Guryul Ravine fossil site in the Khanmoh area of Jammu & 
Kashmir‘s Srinagar, a field workshop was organised on the repository of the Permian-Triassic (P-T, P-Tr) 

mass extinction event. 

 A multitude of fossils hunted at the site, dating as far back as 252 million years ago, were displayed at the 

workshop. However, one of the key attractions of the day was the evidence of the world‘s first tsunami lying 

buried at the site in Khanmoh. 

Indian Railways likely to become world‘s first ‗net-zero‘ carbon emitter by 2030 

 Indian Railways, the world‘s fourth largest railway network in terms of size, is one of the largest electricity 

consumers in the country. It consumed approximately 18,410 million units (MU) for traction loads (trains) 

and 2,338 MU for non-traction loads (office, railway stations, etc) in 2020. 

 It spends nearly Rs 11,045 crore every year on electric energy bills, accounting for nearly 7 per cent of total 

operating expenses. It transports 24 million passengers every day — slightly less than Australia‘s population 
— across the subcontinent on 13,000 trains covering approximately 67,956 kilometres. 

 Add another 3.3 million tonnes of freight per day — 1,200 million tonnes in 2020/21 — and the fuel 

requirements are massive. The Indian Railways, therefore, has a massive carbon footprint. 

NZ Passes World‘s First Climate Law 

 New Zealand has become the first country in the world to pass a law that will ensure financial organisations 

to disclose and act on climate-related risks and opportunities. 

 The Financial Sector (Climate-related Disclosures and Other Matters) Amendment Bill has now passed its 

third reading. Once in effect, it is expected to make a significant contribution to New Zealand achieving 

carbon neutrality by 2050. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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SPORTS 

 

Sports Personalities in News 

Chennai Super Kings beat Kolkata Knight Riders to win its 4
th

 IPL title 

 Chennai Super Kings beat Kolkata Knight Riders by 27 runs to win its fourth IPL title in Dubai. Faf du 

Plessis wins the Man of the Match award for smashing a knock of 86 in 59 balls for Chennai. 

 Ruturaj Gaikwad has won the Orange Cap for scoring higest run with 635 runs from 16 matches in this 

edition of IPL. While Du Plessis finished the campaign as the second-highest run scorer of the the season with 

633 off 16 games. 

 The Purple Cap goes to RCB‘s Harshal Patel, who has registered 32 wickets in 15 games in this IPL season. 

With this, MS Dhoni led Chennai lift the IPL trophy for the fourth time, having previously won the 

tournament in 2010, 2011, and 2018. 

The Indian Premier League (IPL) is a domestic, annual Twenty20 cricket tournament in India, organized by 

the IPL Governing Council, under the aegis of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI). It is the most 

watched Twenty20 tournament and the second-best paying sporting league globally. IPL was established in 

2008 and currently consists of eight teams in eight cities across India. The inaugural IPL season was won 

by Rajasthan Royals. As of October 2021, there have been fourteen seasons of the IPL tournament. The 
latest season was conducted with Chennai Super Kings winning the title. The Mumbai Indian won the IPL title 

5 times overall and it is the most successful team in the tournament. 

Indian Grandmaster Iniyan wins chess tournament in Spain 

 Indian Grandmaster P Iniyan clinched the title in the La Nucia Open chess tournament with an unbeaten 

run. 

 Iniyan, with an Elo rating of 2529, finished equal on seven points with GMs Andrey Sumets (Ukraine)  and 

Rodrigo Vasquez Schroeder (Chile) but the Indian won the event on the basis of a better tie-break score. Iniyan, 
who was seeded fifth, remained unbeaten in the nine-round tournament. 

Harbhajan Singh, Javagal Srinath awarded MCC life membership 

 India‘s Harbhajan Singh and Javagal Srinath were awarded life membership of the Marylebone Cricket 
Club (MCC), joining 16 other cricketers who were given the honour this year. The MCC, based at Lord‘s, is 

the custodian of cricket laws. 

 Harbhajan and Srinath both enjoyed fine international careers. Harbhajan is India‘s third-highest wicket-

taker in Tests, with 417 dismissals in 103 Tests and more than 700 plus international wickets across formats. 

Paddler Payas Jain becomes World No. 1 in U-17 category 

 Payas Jain became the second Indian paddler to achieve a World No. 1 ranking, thanks to his title-winning 
performances in the Under-17 Boys category. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
India‘s first Diploma course in mountaineering launched 

 Coinciding with the auspicious day of Vijay Dashami, India‘s first Diploma in Mountaineering course is 

launched by Savitribai Phule Pune University (SPPU). 

 The course is designed by Guardian Giripremi Institute of Mountaineering (GGIM), the pioneer 

mountaineering training institute in India. A year-long course will commence. A year-long course commenced 

from October 18. Total 132 students applied for the course, out of which 45 students have been selected on merit 
basis for the course. 

Salman Khan launches India‘s first social crypto token, Chingari‘s ‗$GARI‘ 

 Social Token App, Chingari unveiled its‘ first-ever crypto token, ‗$GARI‘ at a public event at Taj Lands‘ 
End, Mumbai at the hands of film star and the brand ambassador of the tech start-up, Salman Khan. With 
the launch, Chingari claims to be the first social network in India to have issued crypto tokens. 

 Recently the Indian short-video sharing platform completed a funding round of over $19 million from more than 

30 venture funds and individual investors. The funding will help the startup to build ‗$GARI‘ with Solana, a 

fast growing ecosystem in crypto technology. 

2.51 lakh homeless families to get gift of their house before Diwali in Madhya Pradesh 

 Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan will conduct virtual home entrance to 2 lakh 51 
thousand families before Diwali. The beneficiaries also include the special backward tribes Baiga, Sahariya 

and Bharia families. 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has set a target of providing houses to all the homeless people of the 

country by the year 2022. Madhya Pradesh has done a commendable job in this. 

 Under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Gramin, 21 lakh five thousand houses have been built in the 

state. The work of housing construction did not stop even during the Corona period in the state. More than 3 lakh 

houses were constructed during this period. 

UIDAI to host Aadhaar Hackathon 2021 

 UIDAI will host ―Aadhaar Hackathon 2021‖ from 28
th

 to 31
st
 October. The hackathon is targeted at young 

innovators - who are still at various engineering institutes and eager to step into the real world. 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has given a clarion call to celebrate the 75
th

 year of Independence of India, 

as the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. To celebrate this momentous occasion, UIDAI is hosting the hackathon which 
is themed around two topics. The first theme is around ―Enrolment and Update‖, which essentially covers 

some of the real-life challenges being faced by the residents while updating their address. 

Rajnath Singh launched Web Based Project Monitoring Portal for Military Engineer Services 

 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched the Web Based Project Monitoring Portal for Military Engineer 
Services. The portal will enable real time monitoring of projects from its inception till its completion. 

52
nd

 International Film Festival of India to be held in Goa in hybrid format in November 2021 

 The 52
nd

 edition of the IFFI will be held in Goa from November 20 - 28. Considering the present COVID-19 
situation, the 52

nd
 IFFI will be held in a hybrid format. 

Kurup becomes the First Indian Film to Launch NFT Collectibles 

 Digital artwork and a printed poster of the feature film Kurup signed by the lead actor Dulquer Salmaan 
to be up for grabs on the NFT marketplace. Kurup, one of the most-anticipated Mollywood feature film 

release of the year, has achieved a unique distinction of becoming the first Indian movie to release three non-

fungible tokens NFTs as a part of its promotion prior to the theatrical release. 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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PERSONS IN NEWS 
Joe Biden nominates Indian American to a key position in Pentagon 

 US President Joe Biden announced his intent to nominate Indian American Ravi Chaudhary  to a key 
position in the Pentagon. 

 A former Air Force officer, Chaudhary has been nominated for the position of the assistant secretary of the 

Air Force for Installations, Energy and the Environment. He needs to be confirmed by the United States 

Senate before he can be sworn in for this key Pentagon position. 

Indo-Canadian Amarjeet Sohi, ex-cabinet minister, elected mayor of Edmonton 

 Former Indo-Canadian cabinet minister Amarjeet Sohi has been elected mayor of the city of Edmonton in 

Canada‘s Alberta. The 57-year-old had opted out of contesting in recently held general elections to focus on 

winning the mayoral polls. 

Joe Biden names Neera Tanden as White House staff secretary 

 US President Joe Biden named Neera Tanden, a longtime Democratic insider in Washington, to be White 
House staff secretary, moving her into a little-known but influential West Wing post after failing earlier this year 

to install her as the director of the Office of Management and Budget. 

 Tanden has been a senior adviser to the president, working quietly behind the scenes to build support among 
interest groups for his social spending agenda and overseeing a government reform agenda with officials at the 

budget office. 

 Tanden had previously served as the president of the Center for American Progress, a liberal think tank, and 

was a close adviser to former Sen. Hillary Clinton. In her new job, Tanden will be at the center of the flow of 

information between Biden and his senior White House advisers. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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AWARDS 
Agri waste-recycling project Takachar named among Prince William‘s Earthshot Prize winners 

 A Delhi-based entrepreneur‘s agricultural waste recycling project was named among the winners of Prince 
William‘s inaugural Earthshot Prize, dubbed the ―Eco Oscars‖, at a gala ceremony in London. 

 Vidyut Mohan led Takachar was named the winner of the GBP 1 million prize for its cheap technology 

innovation to convert crop residues into sellable bio-products in the ―clean our air‖ category. 

 It was among five worldwide winners of the prize, created by William, the Duke of Cambridge, to reward 

people trying to save the planet. 

The Earthshot Prize is awarded by the Royal Foundation to five winners each year for their contributions to 

environmentalism. It was first awarded in 2021 and is planned to run annually until 2030. Each winner receives 

a grant of £1 million to continue their environmental work. The five categories were inspired by the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals; they are ‗the restoration and protection of nature‘, ‗air cleanliness‘, ‗ocean 

revival‘, ‗waste-free living‘, and ‗climate action‘. The Earthshot Prize was launched in 2020 by Prince William, 

Duke of Cambridge and David Attenborough. The winners are selected by the Earthshot Prize Council, which 
includes Prince William and Attenborough. 

Kerala wins award for city with most sustainable transport system 

 Kerala has won the award for the ‗city with the most sustainable transport system‘. The award, which will 
be presented on October 29 at Delhi, has been given in recognition of the projects implemented – like Kochi 

Metro, Water Metro and e-mobility – to enhance the transport facilities in the city of Kochi. The formation of 

the Kochi Open Mobility Network, which digitized and integrated various transport facilities, also helped 

to win the award. 

Tamil film ‗Koozhangal‘ is India‘s official entry to the Oscars 2022 

 Tamil film ‗Koozhangal‘, has been announced as India‘s official entry to the Oscars 2022. Shaji N. Karun, 
the Chairperson of the 15-member Selection Committee, set up by the Film Federation of India. 

 Directed by debutant Director P.S. Vinothraj, ‗Koozhangal‘ tells the story of an alcoholic father and his 

son and their journey to bring back the mother, who has left the home. The film will compete for the Best 

International Feature Film at the 94
th

 Academy Awards, in Los Angeles. 

 Earlier this year, ‗Koozhangal‘ had also won the prestigious Tiger Award, the top honour at the 50
th

 

edition of the International Film Festival Rotterdam this year. 

Earth Guardian Award for Parambikulam Foundation 

 The Parambikulam Tiger Conservation Foundation (PaTCoF), a non-profit organisation under the forest 
department that strives to facilitate conservation of tiger and biodiversity in Parambikulam tiger reserve, has 

bagged the Earth Guardian Award instituted by the NatWest Group. 

 The eight winners of the award were felicitated by UN Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora secretary general Ivonne Higuero through a virtual ceremony. 

Indian American scientist gets Lifetime Achievement Award 

 Indian American scientist Dr Vivek Lall was presented with the Lifetime Achievement Award at Ritossa 

Family Summits in Dubai recently. 

 Dr Lall, who is known for playing a key role in enhancing India-US defence trade and instrumental in some 

of the top deals between the two countries was presented with the award in recognition of his ―outstanding vision, 
dedication and success,‖. The award was given to Dr Lall in the presence of UAE Minister of State for 

Foreign Trade Dr Thani Bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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IMPORTANT DAYS 
World Sight Day 2021 

 World Sight Day is an annual day of awareness held on the second Thursday of October, to focus global 
attention on vision impairment, including blindness. 

 This year, World Sight Day takes place on October 14, 2021 with the theme: ‗Love Your Eyes‘. 

Global Media and Information Literacy Week 24-31 October 

 Global Media and Information Literacy Week 2021 is hosted by South Africa. This year marks 10 years  
since the seeds of Global Media and Information Literacy Week were planted in 2011 in Fez, Morocco. 

 This was long before the exponential rise in disinformation, political polarisation, increasing influence of digital 

platforms and the COVID-19 pandemic. This year‘s MIL theme is ‗Media and Information Literacy for the 

Public Good‘. 

International Snow Leopard Day 

 October 23 is recognised as International Snow Leopard Day. Unlike other big cats like the tigers, snow 
leopards and their conservation have gained ground only recently. It also commemorates the anniversary of 

the Bishkek Declaration. 

World Development Information Day 24 October 

 The General Assembly in 1972 established World Development Information Day to draw the attention of 
the world to development problems and the need to strengthen international cooperation to solve them. 

 The Assembly decided that the date for the Day should coincide with United Nations Day, 24 October, 

which was also the date of the adoption, in 1970, of the International Development Strategy for the Second 

United Nations Development Decade. 

 This year theme for the day is ‗Action for Sustainable Development Goal‘. 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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QUESTIONS 
 

1. Recently, the Government of India has decided to rechristen Mount Harriet Island in the Andaman and Nicobar 

Islands as _______. 
 (a) Mount Manipur (b) Mount Nagaland (c) Mount Sikkim (d) Mount Tripura 

 

2. Recently, The world‘s first ever UNESCO trail is launched in _______. 
 (a) Ireland (b) Scotland (c) Sweden (d) Norway 

 

3. Recently, RBI approves reappointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as MD & CEO of _______. 

 (a) HDFC Bank (b) Axis Bank (c) RBL Bank (d) ICICI Bank 

 

4. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected the government debt, including that of the Centre and the 

states, to rise to a record _______ per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) during 2021-22. 
 (a) 76.5 (b) 82.6 (c) 87.2 (d) 90.6 

 

5. Recently, NASA launched a spacecraft called _______ on a 12-year mission to explore Jupiter‘s Trojan asteroids 

for the first time gathering new insights into the solar system‘s formation. 
 (a) Lucy (b) Aric (c) Versatile (d) Opel 

 

6. Recently, Social Token App, Chingari unveiled its‘ first-ever crypto token, ‗$GARI‘ at the hands of film star and 
the brand ambassador of the tech start-up _______. 

 (a) Salman Khan (b) Shahrukh Khan (c) Amitabh Bachchan (d) Shahid Kapoor 

 
7. Recently, India‘s first-ever alcohol museum has been opened up in: 

 (a) Sikkim (b) Assam (c) Goa (d) Nagaland 

 

8. Which is the first state in the country to release a ‗Wildlife Action Plan‘? 
 (a) Uttar Pradesh (b) Madhya Pradesh (c) Maharashtra (d) Karnataka 

 

9. World Sight Day is an annual day of awareness held on the _______ of October, to focus global attention on vision 
impairment, including blindness. 

 (a) Second Friday (b) Second Thursday (c) Second Saturday (d) Second Tuesday 

 
10. Which of the following teams won the IPL title 2021 in Dubai recently? 

 (a) Kolkata Knight Riders (b) Mumbai Indians 

 (c) Chennai Super Kings  (d) Delhi Capitals 

 
11. Which of the following Asian countries has been re-elected to the UN Human Rights Council for a record 6

th
 term 

with an overwhelming majority? 

 (a) Bangladesh (b) India (c) Pakistan (d) Malaysia 

 

12. Which of the following will host ―Aadhaar Hackathon 2021‖? 

 (a) NITI Aayog (b) UIDAI (c) Ministry of Finance (d) Ministry of Home Affairs 

 
13. Recently, India‘s first Diploma in Mountaineering course is launched by _______. 

 (a) Garhwal University  (b) Savitribai Phule Pune University 

 (c) Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar Lucknow University (d) Dehradun Mountaineering Institute 

 

14. Which of the following Indian states launched ‗Mera Ghar Mere Naam‘ scheme to give ownership rights to people 

living in houses within the ‗lal lakir‘ of villages and cities? 
 (a) Haryana (b) Punjab (c) Madhya Pradesh (d) Chhattisgarh 
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15. India‘s updated nationally determined contributions or NDCs, as commitments by countries under the Paris 

Agreement are referred to, could include a commitment to reduce the emissions intensity of the economy by at least 
_______ per from its 2005 levels. 

 (a) 23 to 25 (b) 37 to 39 (c) 46 to 48 (d) 52 to 56 

 

16. Who has been nominated for the position of the assistant secretary of the Air Force for Installations, Energy and the 
Environment by the US President? 

 (a) Mahtab Khan (b) Ravi Chaudhary (c) Chandan Mitra (d) Deep Ujjwal Raj 

 
17. Which of the following launched a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based Energy Map of India? 

 (a) NITI Aayog (b) UIDAI (c) Ministry of Finance (d) Ministry of Home Affairs 

 
18. The developed nations are upping the ante and aim to finalise an ambitious climate action plan at the G20 heads of 

nations summit in _______ on October 30-31. 

 (a) Milan (b) Rome (c) Paris (d) London 

 
19. Who among the following clinched the title in the La Nucia Open chess tournament with an unbeaten run? 

 (a) G Sathiyan (b) K Luthra (c) M N Ravi (d) P Iniyan 

 
20. Name the Delhi-based entrepreneur whose agricultural waste recycling project was named among the winners of 

Prince William‘s inaugural Earthshot Prize, dubbed the ―Eco Oscars‖. 

 (a) Amit Vikram (b) Nrendra Gupta (c) Mahesh Jamwal (d) Vidyut Mohan 

 

21. Which of the following is set to become world‘s first city to name heat waves? 

 (a) Masdar (b) Seville (c) Madrid (d) Milan 

 
22. According to the ‗World‘s Best Employer Ranking-2021‘ published by the Forbes Magazine, which is the topmost 

ranked company in the world? 

 (a) Samsung Electronics (b) Apple (c) Reliance Industries (d) Saudi Aramco 

 

23. Recently, Indian government-owned, _______ now has unveiled an automated fuelling technology system, 

commonly now as U-Fill to ease the customers with a better experience at the outlets. 

 (a) Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) 
 (b) Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL) 

 (c) National Petroleum Corporation Limited (NPCL) 

 (d) Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) 

 

24. Which of the following four countries have agreed to establish a forum for economic cooperation at a quadrilateral 

meeting during which they discussed possibilities for joint infrastructure projects in the fields of transportation, 
technology, maritime security, and economics and trade? 

 (a) India, Iran, Qatar and Egypt (b) India, UAE, Australia and New Zealand 

 (c) India, Israel, the US and Saudi Arabia (d) India Israel, US and UAE 

 
25. According to a new report released by climate tech startup Blue Sky Analytics, which of the following is also part 

of global coalition ―Climate TRACE‖, India is ranked at the top in emissions related to crop burning, accounting 

for _______ per cent of total global emissions for the 2015-2020 period. 
 (a) 11 (b) 13 (c) 17 (d) 21 

 

26. According to the GFS Index, India is at _______ on Global Food Security index 2021 of 113 nations. 
 (a) 15

th
 (b) 23

rd
 (c) 47

th
 (d) 71

st
 

 

27. According to Mercer CFS Global Pension Index survey 2021, India has been ranked _______ out of 43 pension 

systems across the world. 
 (a) 21

st
 (b) 24

th
 (c) 29

th
 (d) 40

th
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28. Recently, India‘s _______ were awarded life membership of the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC), joining 16 other 

cricketers who were given the honour this year. 
 (a) Harbhajan Singh and Javagal Srinath (b) Anil Kumble and Kapil Dev 

 (c) Rahul Dravid and Venkatesh Prasad (d) Saurav Ganguly and Sunil Joshi 
 

29. Recently, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched the Web Based Project Monitoring Portal for _______. 

 (a) ISRO  (b) DRDO 
 (c) Military Engineer Services (d) Air Force Military Services 
 

30. Recently, Earth Sciences Minister Dr Jitendra Singh has launched Air Quality Early Warning System on the 

occasion of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav week. Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology is based at: 

 (a) Pune, Maharashtra (b) Bengaluru, Karnataka (c) Chennai, Tamil Nadu (d) Jaipur, Rajasthan 
 

31. Which of the following Indian states has announced the implementation of Mukhyamantri Ration Aapke Dwar 

Yojana recently? 

 (a) Chhattisgarh (b) Madhya Pradesh (c) Jharkhand (d) Odisha 
 

32. Recently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Infosys Foundation Vishram Sadan at the National 
Cancer Institute in Jhajjar Campus of _______ through video conferencing. 

 (a) Safdarjung Hospital New Delhi (b) AIIMS New Delhi 

 (c) AFMC Pune  (d) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai 

 

33. Recently, who among the following declared the much-awaited Crime and Criminal Tracking Network & Systems 

(CCTNS) project of J&K Police ―Go-Live‖ and launched the ―JK eCOP‖ Mobile Application? 

 (a) Ramnath Kovind (b) Narendra Modi (c) R K Mathur (d) Manoj Sinha 

 

34. Recently, Long renowned as the birthplace of literary heroes and authors such as Arthur Conan Doyle and Muriel 

Spark, Edinburgh is one of 13 sites in _______ recognised by UNESCO as a place of international importance. 
 (a) Ireland (b) Iceland (c) Scotland (d) Denmark 

 

35. Recently, Heruo Railway, the ―last kilometer‖ of the railway encircling _______ completed laying tracks, setting 
the foundation for operating the world‘s first desert-circling railway in 2022. 

 (a) Taklimakan Desert (b) Thar Desert (c) Sahara Desert (d) Gobi Desert 

 

36. Recently, A project to help map ‗hotspots‘ of plastic rubbish in _______ is being launched. The MAPP (Mapping 
Portsmouth Plastic) project will be a world first – a city-wide plastic survey. 

 (a) Lisbon (b) Helsinki (c) Portsmouth (d) Boston 

 
37. Which of the following countries has become the world‘s epicenter for Bitcoin mining? 

 (a) Japan (b) USA (c) Canada (d) India 

 

38. Which of the following recently announced the launch of DSP Nifty 50 Equal Weight ETF, India‘s First Exchange 
Traded Fund based on the Nifty 50 Equal Weight Index? 

 (a) LJG Investment Managers (b) ASD Investment Managers 

 (c) Minesh Investment Managers (d) DSP Investment Managers 

 

39. Who among the following has filed for an index fund that will track the Nifty Total Market Index? 

 (a) Sachin Bansal (b) Binny Bansal (c) Hitesh Modi (d) Mukesh Jain 

 

40. The 52
nd

 edition of the IFFI will be held in _______. 

 (a) Sikkim (b) Goa (c) Haryana (d) Punjab 

 
41. Which of the following countries has launched its first homegrown rocket, the Korean Satellite Launch Vehicle II 

known as _______ took off from Goheung. 

 (a) Ruhi (b) Nuri (c) Punya (d) Dost 
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42. The former U.S. President Donald Trump launched his own social media app, _______ that he said would ―stand 

up to Big Tech‖ companies such as Twitter and Facebook that have barred him from their platforms. 
 (a) ONLY Social (b) PLANET Social (c) TRUTH Social (d) US Social 

 

43. Name the former Indo-Canadian cabinet minister who has been elected as the mayor of the city of Edmonton in 

Canada‘s Alberta. 
 (a) Sandeep Kumar (b) Mahendra Joshi (c) Amarjeet Sohi (d) Anupam Mitra 

 

44. Which of the following has elected its first ever president as it prepares to become a republic, removing Queen 
Elizabeth as head of state? 

 (a) Seychelles (b) Barbados (c) Panama (d) Fiji 

 
45. The Indian Army established Airspace Control Centre for the first time in the forward area in _______. 

 (a) West Kameng, Arunachal Pradesh 

 (b) Manali, Himachal Pradesh 

 (c) Chamoli, Uttarakhand  
 (d) Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh 

 

46. Which of the following countries has remained in ‗Grey List‘ of global terror financing watchdog? 
 (a) Nepal (b) Pakistan (c) Bangladesh (d) Mauritius 

 

47. The inauguration of the _______ was marked by the landing of the inaugural flight at the airport from Colombo in 
Sri Lanka. 

 (a) Kushinagar International Airport (b) Indore International Airport 

 (c) Darbhanga International Airport (d) Chamba International Airport 

 
48. The Indian Army won a _______ at the Cambrian Patrol Exercise held in the UK while competing against 96 teams 

representing special forces and regiments from around the world. 

 (a) Gold Medal (b) Silver Medal (c) Bronze Medal (d) Mixed Medal 

 

49. Which of the following will build India‘s largest green hy rogen- a ing plant as it loo s to supple ent  its natural 

gas business with carbon-free fuel? 

 (a) Torrent Gas (b) GAIL (c) BHEL (d) OIL India Limited 

 

50. Which of the following has launched its first Community in India as well as the first outside the US to bring 

together cricket fans from around the world? 
 (a) Facebook (b) Google (c) Twitter (d) Instagram 

 

51. Name the Tamil Film which has been announced as India‘s official entry to the Oscars 2022. 
 (a) ‗Lift‘ (b) ‗Koozhangal‘ (c) ‗Master‘ (d) ‗Jagame Thandiram‘ 

 

52. Which of the following parks is envisaged to help India in achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goal of build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization and foster innovation? 
 (a) PM MITRA (b) PM GASTRA (c) PM DOST (d) PM FRIEND 

 

53. Recently, the world‘s first tsunami lying buried at the site in Khanmoh area of _______. 
 (a) Ladakh (b) Haryana (c) Jammu & Kashmir (d) Rajasthan 

 

54. According to NITI Aayog, India‘s real estate sector is expected to reach a market size of 1 trillion dollars and 
contribute _______ percent of the country‘s GDP by 2030. 

 (a) 5-7 (b) 10-12 (c) 15-17 (d) 18-20 

 

55. India saw the birth of its first IVF calf of a Buffalo breed namely _______. 
 (a) Manni (b) Banni (c) Palini (d) Kinni 
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56. Which of the following has elected its first-ever president to replace Britain‘s Queen Elizabeth as head of state in a 

decisive step toward shedding the Caribbean island‘s colonial past? 
 (a) Suriname (b) Trinidad & Tobago (c) Fiji (d) Barbados 

 

57. International Snow Leopard Day is celebrated every year on: 

 (a) October 17 (b) October 19 (c) October 21 (d) October 23 

 

58. Which of the following banks entered into a partnership with CDAC (Centre for Development of Advanced 

Computing) Hyderabad, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, under bank‘s Cyber Security Centre 
of Excellence initiative? 

 (a) State Bank of India (b) Punjab National Bank (c) Union Bank of India (d) Bank of Baroda 

 
59. Global Media and Information Literacy Week 2021 is hosted by _______. 

 (a) Australia (b) New Zealand (c) South Africa (d) Nepal 

 

60. Who has been named as the White House staff secretary recently? 
 (a) Mangesh Jha (b) Neera Tanden (c) Deepa Mehta (d) Amit Luthra 

 

61. Which of the following Indian states has won the award for the ‗city with the most sustainable transport system‘? 
 (a) Karnataka (b) Tamil Nadu (c) Kerala (d) Andhra Pradesh 

 

62. The 16
th
 G-20 Summit is held in: 

 (a) Paris, France (b) Rome, Italy (c) Munich, Germany (d) Ottawa, Canada 

 

63. The Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the ambitious Pradhan Mantri Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojna 

(PMASBY) nationwide at a function organised in _______. 
 (a) Darjeeling (b) Varanasi (c) Shimla (d) Indore 

 

64. Name the first NH corridor in the country to have screens which will alert drivers, if they are going beyond the 
permitted speed limit. 

 (a) Mumbai- Nagpur (b) Delhi – Agra (c) Darjeeling-Shillong (d) Rameshwaram- Kanyakumari 

 

65. Name the first-ever tri-services joint exercise between India and the UK? 
 (a) Coromandal Shakti 2021 (b) Konkan Shakti 2021 

 (c) Arya Shakti 2021  (d) Mitra Shakti 2021 

 
66. Which is the first country in Europe to legalise growing and consuming cannabis? 

 (a) Luxembourg (b) Finland (c) Sweden (d) Iceland 

 
67. Who of the following has announced the launch of a robust and secure multi-network Card-on-File (CoF) 

tokenization solution? 

 (a) Razorpay (b) Winpay (c) Onpay (d) Cardpay 

 
68. Which has become the first country in the world to pass a law that will ensure financial organisations to disclose 

and act on climate-related risks and opportunities? 

 (a) Australia (b) New Zealand (c) Ethiopia (d) Norway 

 

69. The First Indian Film to Launch NFT Collectibles is _______. 

 (a) Thoni (b) Kurup (c) Thurup (d) Commodor 

 

70. World Development Information Day is celebrated on: 

 (a) 14
th
 October (b) 17

th
 October (c) 21

st
 October (d) 24

th
 October 
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ANSWER KEY AND EXPLANATION 
 

1. a Home Minister Amit Shah said that the government has decided to rechristen Mount Harriet Island in the Andaman 

and Nicobar Islands as Mount Manipur in the memory of those who sacrificed their life for the country from the 
north-eastern state. 

 

2. b The world‘s first ever UNESCO trail, bringing together some of Scotland‘s most iconic, diverse and culturally 
significant sites. 

 

3. b RBI approves reappointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as MD & CEO of Axis Bank 

 
4. d The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected the government debt, including that of the Centre and the 

states, to rise to a record 90.6 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) during 2021-22 against 89.6 per cent in the 

previous year. 

 

5. a NASA launched a spacecraft called Lucy on a 12-year mission to explore Jupiter‘s Trojan asteroids for the first 

time gathering new insights into the solar system‘s formation. 

 
6. a Social Token App, Chingari unveiled its‘ first-ever crypto token, ‗$GARI‘ at a public event at Taj Lands‘ End, 

Mumbai at the hands of film star and the brand ambassador of the tech start-up, Salman Khan. 

 
7. c India‘s first-ever alcohol museum has knocked the doors of the country‘s unofficial party capital of Goa as a Goan 

businessman and collector decided to educate travellers on the history and significance of the coastal state‘s unique 

culture. 

 

8. c Maharashtra became the first state in the country to release a ‗Wildlife Action Plan‘. 

 

9. b World Sight Day is an annual day of awareness held on the second Thursday of October, to focus global attention 
on vision impairment, including blindness. 

 

10. c Chennai Super Kings beat Kolkata Knight Riders by 27 runs to win its fourth IPL title in Dubai. 
 

11. b India has been re-elected to the UN Human Rights Council for a record 6
th
 term with an overwhelming majority. 

 
12. b UIDAI will host ―Aadhaar Hackathon 2021‖ from 28

th
 to 31

st
 October. The hackathon is targeted at young 

innovators - who are still at various engineering institutes and eager to step into the real world. 

 

13. b Coinciding with the auspicious day of Vijay Dashami, India‘s first Diploma in Mountaineering course is launched 
by Savitribai Phule Pune University (SPPU). 

 

14. b Punjab Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi launched ‗Mera Ghar Mere Naam‘ scheme to give ownership rights 
to people living in houses within the ‗lal lakir‘ of villages and cities. 

 

15. c India‘s updated nationally determined contributions or NDCs, as commitments by countries under the Paris 

Agreement are referred to, could include a commitment to reduce the emissions intensity of the economy by at least 
46 to 48 per from its 2005 levels. 

 

16. b US President Joe Biden announced his intent to nominate Indian American Ravi Chaudhary to a key position in the 

Pentagon. 
 

17. a NITI Aayog launched a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based Energy Map of India. 

 

18. b The developed nations are upping the ante and aim to finalise an ambitious climate action plan at the G20 heads of 
nations summit in Rome on October 30-31. 
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19. d Indian Grandmaster P Iniyan clinched the title in the La Nucia Open chess tournament with an unbeaten run. 

 
20. d A Delhi-based entrepreneur‘s agricultural waste recycling project was named among the winners of Prince 

William‘s inaugural Earthshot Prize, dubbed the ―Eco Oscars‖, at a gala ceremony in London. Vidyut Mohan led 

Takachar was named the winner of the GBP 1 million prize for its cheap technology innovation to convert crop 

residues into sellable bio-products in the ―clean our air‖ category. 
 

21. b Seville to become world‘s first city to name heat waves. 

 
22. a South Korean giant Samsung Electronics was ranked the highest, it was Mukesh Ambani‘s Reliance Industries that 

emerged as the best employer among the Indian companies. 

 
23. a Indian government-owned, Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited(BPCL) now has unveiled an automated fuelling 

technology system, commonly now as U-Fill to ease the customers with a better experience at the outlets. 

 

24. d External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar and his counterparts from Israel, the US and the UAE have agreed to 
establish a forum for economic cooperation at a quadrilateral meeting during which they discussed possibilities for 

joint infrastructure projects in the fields of transportation, technology, maritime security, and economics and trade. 

 
25. b India is ranked at the top in emissions related to crop burning, accounting for 13 per cent of total global emissions 

for the 2015-2020 period. 

 
26. d India at 71

st
 on Global Food Security index 2021 of 113 nations. 

 

27. d India has ranked 40
th
 out of 43 pension systems across the world. 

 
28. a India‘s Harbhajan Singh and Javagal Srinath were awarded life membership of the Marylebone Cricket Club 

(MCC), joining 16 other cricketers who were given the honour this year. 

 
29. c Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched the Web Based Project Monitoring Portal for Military Engineer Services. 

 

30. a The Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology is a scientific institution based in Pune, Maharashtra, India for 

expanding research in tropical Indian Ocean of the tropics in general with special reference to monsoon 
meteorology, and air-sea interaction of South Asian climate. 

 

31. b Madhya Pradesh government has announced the implementation of Mukhyamantri Ration Aapke Dwar Yojana in 
the state. 

 

32. b Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Infosys Foundation Vishram Sadan at the National Cancer Institute 
in Jhajjar Campus of AIIMS New Delhi through video conferencing. 

 

33. d Jammu and Kashmir Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha declared the much-awaited Crime and Criminal Tracking 

Network & Systems (CCTNS) project of J&K Police ―Go-Live‖ and launched the ―JK eCOP‖ Mobile Application 
at Raj Bhavan in Srinagar. 

 

34. c Long renowned as the birthplace of literary heroes and authors such as Arthur Conan Doyle and Muriel Spark, 
Edinburgh is one of 13 sites in Scotland recognised by UNESCO as a place of international importance. 

 

35. a Heruo Railway, the ―last kilometer‖ of the railway encircling Taklimakan Desert, completed laying tracks, setting 
the foundation for operating the world‘s first desert-circling railway in 2022. 

 

36. c A project to help map ‗hotspots‘ of plastic rubbish in Portsmouth is being launched. The MAPP (Mapping 

Portsmouth Plastic) project will be a world first – a city-wide plastic survey, designed to help find solutions to 
reduce plastic waste in urban areas. 
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37. b The U.S. has become the world‘s epicenter for Bitcoin mining after a crackdown in China effectively eliminated 

the practice in the former cradle of the industry. 

 

38. d DSP Investment Managers announced the launch of DSP Nifty 50 Equal Weight ETF, India‘s First Exchange 

Traded Fund based on the Nifty 50 Equal Weight Index. 

 
39. a Former Flipkart co-founder Sachin Bansal‘s Navi Mutual Fund has filed for an index fund that will track the Nifty 

Total Market Index. 

 
40. b The 52

nd
 edition of the IFFI will be held in Goa from November 20 - 28. 

 

41. b South Korea has launched its first homegrown rocket, stepping up the country‘s ambitions in space. The Korean 
Satellite Launch Vehicle II, known as Nuri, took off from Goheung, about 500 km south of Seoul. 

 

42. c Former U.S. President Donald Trump will launch his own social media app, TRUTH Social, that he said would 

―stand up to Big Tech‖ companies such as Twitter and Facebook that have barred him from their platforms. 

 

43. c Former Indo-Canadian cabinet minister Amarjeet Sohi has been elected mayor of the city of Edmonton in Canada‘s 

Alberta. 

 

44. b Barbados has elected its first ever president as it prepares to become a republic, removing Queen Elizabeth as head 

of state. Dame Sandra Mason, 72, is set to be sworn in on 30 November, which will mark the country‘s 55
th
 

anniversary of independence from Britain. 

 

45. a The Indian Army established Airspace Control Centre for the first time in the forward area in West Kameng, 

Arunachal Pradesh. 

 

46. b Pakistan to remain in ‗Grey List‘ of global terror financing watchdog. 

 
47. a The inauguration of the Kushinagar International Airport will be marked by the landing of the inaugural flight at 

the airport from Colombo in Sri Lanka. 

 

48. a The Indian Army won a Gold Medal at the Cambrian Patrol Exercise held in the UK while competing against 96 
teams representing special forces and regiments from around the world. 

 

49. b State-owned GAIL (India) Ltd will build India‘s largest green hydrogen- a ing plant as it loo s to supple ent  its 
natural gas business with carbon-free fuel. 

 

50. c Twitter has launched its first Community in India as well as the first outside the US to bring together cricket fans 
from around the world. 

 

51. b Tamil film ‗Koozhangal‘, has been announced as India‘s official entry to the Oscars 2022. 

 
52. a Textiles ministry said, PM MITRA Parks is envisaged to help India in achieving the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goal of build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization and foster innovation. 

 
53. c Formally adopting the 252-million-year-old Guryul Ravine fossil site in the Khanmoh area of Jammu & Kashmir‘s 

Srinagar, a field workshop was organised on the repository of the Permian-Triassic (P-T, P-Tr) mass extinction 

event. One of the key attractions of the day was the evidence of the world‘s first tsunami lying buried at the site in 
Khanmoh. 

 

54. d India‘s real estate sector is expected to reach a market size of 1 trillion dollars and contribute 18-20 percent of the 

country‘s GDP by 2030. 
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55. b India saw the birth of its first IVF calf of a Buffalo breed namely Banni. The calf is born out of 6 Banni IVF 

pregnancies established at the doorsteps of a farmer Vinay. L. Wala in Gujarat‘s Somnath district. 

 

56. d Barbados has elected its first-ever president to replace Britain‘s Queen Elizabeth as head of state in a decisive step 

toward shedding the Caribbean island‘s colonial past. 

 
57. d Oct 23 is recognised as International Snow Leopard Day. Unlike other big cats like the tigers, snow leopards and 

their conservation have gained ground only recently. 

 
58. c Union Bank of India entered into a partnership with CDAC (Centre for Development of Advanced Computing) 

Hyderabad, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, under bank‘s Cyber Security Centre of 

Excellence initiative, as per which CDAC will assist the bank to impart cyber security awareness and education to 
its stakeholders- customers and employees. 

 

59. c Global Media and Information Literacy Week 2021 is hosted by South Africa. 

 
60. b US President Joe Biden named Neera Tanden, a longtime Democratic insider in Washington, to be White House 

staff secretary, moving her into a little-known but influential West Wing post after failing earlier this year to install 

her as the director of the Office of Management and Budget. 
 

61. c Kerala has won the award for the ‗city with the most sustainable transport system‘. 

 
62. b Prime Minister Narendra Modi will be travelling to Rome, Italy and Glasgow, United Kingdom from 29 October to 

2 November to attend the 16
th
 G-20 Summit and the World Leaders‘ Summit of COP-26. 

 

63. b Prime Minister Narendra Modi was on a day-long visit to Uttar Pradesh. He launched the ambitious Pradhan Mantri 
Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojna (PMASBY) nationwide at a function organised in Varanasi. 

 

64. b The Delhi - Agra stretch that begins from the Old Mathura road will be the first NH corridor in the country to have 
screens which will alert drivers, if they are going beyond the permitted speed limit. 

 

65. b The first-ever tri-services joint exercise between India and the UK began on October 21 and will go on for a week. 

Named Konkan Shakti 2021. 

 

66. a Luxembourg has become the first country in Europe to legalise growing and consuming cannabis. 

 
67. a Razorpay has announced the launch of ‗Razorpay TokenHQ‘, a robust and secure multi-network Card-on-File 

(CoF) tokenization solution. 

 
68. b New Zealand has become the first country in the world to pass a law that will ensure financial organisations to 

disclose and act on climate-related risks and opportunities. 

 

69. b Digital artwork and a printed poster of the feature film Kurup signed by the lead actor Dulquer Salmaan to be up 
for grabs on the NFT marketplace 

 

70. d The General Assembly in 1972 established World Development Information Day to draw the attention of the world 
to development problems and the need to strengthen international cooperation to solve them. 


